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Welcome 
Back, CRLS! 

CRLS students show their excitement for the new school year with “Welcome Black,” organized by the Black Student Union. 
Photo Credit: Sakib Asraf 

Welcome to the 128th Year! 
We Have Come Far, but There Are Ways to Go 

us with the opportunity to not only
By expand the reach of our content, but 

Cecilia Barron to deepen our contributors under-
Sun-Jung Yum standing of modern journalism.

Editors-in-Chief Journalism today is not the 
journalism that our grandparents, 

New Chromebook Policy 
books to use in all of their classes 
and to take home.By This year, the program wasIsabelle Agee-Jacobson extended so that students in everyManaging Editor grade would get a Chromebook,Miriam Alvarez-Rosenbloom along with a case and a charger.Layout Designer Approximately 1,737 students have 

Welcome back to the Regis- parents, or even older siblings grew 
ter Forum for its 128th year! We up consuming. It is diverse in both 
are excited to see the paper grow its coverage and its creators, and the 
and change, just as it has during public has benefited greatly from 
our time at CRLS. Though each that progress. The Register Forum, 
of us have only been on the paper unfortunately, has yet to reach this 
for 1/32 of its diversity. 
existence, the “ D i  -

The Register Forum,changes that versity” is a 
have come unfortunately, has yet to broad word, 
t h roughou t  often usedreach this diversity.
these past to cover up 
three years ugly truths. 
have been immense. Our biggest We are a diverse newspaper staff in 
change—one we believe will define terms of gender as well as age. We 
the next era of the paper—is last cover everything from the School 
year’s development of our website, Committee to the Patriots to North 
registerforum.org. While we will Korea, and we utilize several differ-
always continue to print our edi-

Continued on page 14tions, this digital platform provides 

picked up their Chromebooks, and 
At the end of this past summer there are about 215 left to give out. 

or in the last couple of weeks, you Gina Roughton, the Assistant 
may have gone with your family Director of Educational Technol-
to pick up a Chromebook from the ogy, said that the program came 
Dr. Henrietta Attles School Com- out of a visioning process where 
mittee room. If you did, you were teachers and staff imagined what 
issued a small, grey laptop labelled they wanted classrooms to look 
with your name and protected with like in five years. They concluded 
a rubber case. You picked up this that CRLS was “in a position where 
new device as part of CRLS’ new technology needed to be readily ac-
1:1 technology model, where every cessible in any moment during the 
student and every teacher is given school day as a learning tool.” 
their own device. As the new program has got-

While the 1:1 program has ten off the ground, many teachers 
been in the works since 2015, stu- and students have embraced the re-
dents first began receiving their sources that Chromebooks can pro-
own devices last year. As freshmen, vide, but others have had concerns. 
the class of 2021 piloted the 1:1 

Continued on page 2program and were given Chrome-

INSIDE THIS EDITION 
NEW CLASSES CAMBRIDGE RAP OPPOSING VIEWS FALL SPORTS BLACKOUT 

Read some of the differing Check out pictures andRead about some of the 
opinions on the school’s read about the first homenew classes around school, 
Chromebook distribution game of the football team.like Conspiracy Theories 
and Wi-Fi changes. Go Falcons!and Zoology. 

Around School, p. 5 Metro, p. 8 Opinion, p. 13 Sports, p. 18 Sports, p. 20 
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“Chromebooks” 
Continued from page 1 

Lily Matthews ’20 
noted that the Chromebooks 
are beneficial for students 
who don’t have access to 
computers at home, but that 
“for students who already 
own personal laptops, the 
school is spending money 
on technology that students 
don’t particularly want to 
use.” 

Ms. Roughton is aware 
of this concern, and said that 
the technology committee 
that was formed to imple-
ment a new technology pro-
gram decided on a school 
issued 1:1 model in order to 

Netflix,” said Enoch Fu ’20. 
“I would prefer bringing 
[my own device] or unfilter 
stuff.” 

“There’s certain search 
terms that you might need 
for a history class or some-
thing—or just in general— 
and they block it,” said 
Emma Blanc ’21. “So you 
can’t search for things you 
need to and you also can’t 
access YouTube which is 
sometimes useful for vari-
ous projects.” 

Principal Smith said 
that he has been talking 
with Information Com-
munications and Technol-
ogy Services (ICTS) about 
Youtube restrictions, given 
that there is a fair amount 

be ineffective to give some-
one a computer when they 
don’t have Wi-Fi at home,” 
and that there are options 
for students who don’t have 
Wi-Fi, including low-cost 
internet plans. 

In addition to possibly 
giving all students equal 
opportunity to succeed in 
school, the new Chrome-
books have the potential 
to change the school’s re-
lationship to paper. “It is 
definitely a hope that paper 
use can be reduced with 
the increased availability 
of technology tools,” said 
Ms. Roughton. “However, I 
also acknowledge that some 
practices are better done 
on paper and will never be 

“I think that if it’s an issue of equity, people who 
don’t have personal devices should be allowed Chromebooks, 

but I don’t think it should be a requirement.” 

“not create inequity in ap-
pearance” over who has a 
personal laptop and who has 
a school-issued device. In 
addition, the fact that every 
student has the same device 
means that the school can 
help fix the computers when 
they are broken. 

“I think that there is 
an intention that is good— 
I think it’s good in theory 
but not good in practice,” 
said Keenan Sheaves ’19. 
“I think that if it’s an issue 
of equity—which is, I think, 
what the school is trying to 
attack—people who don’t 
have personal devices 
should be allowed Chrome-
books, but I don’t think it 
should be a requirement.” 

Other students don’t 
like being required to use 
a device that restricts their 
access to certain websites. 
“It’s horrible … I can’t go 
on Youtube, I can’t watch 

of educational content on 
the platform, but as of now, 
however, Youtube remains 
blocked. 

There were several 
reasons why the district 
chose Chromebooks as the 
devices that all students re-
ceive: Chromebooks work 
well with the G-Suite for 
Education, which is the 
combination of applications 
like Google Drive, Google 
Classroom, and Gmail; they 
have a relatively fast start 
up time, minimizing the 
amount of instruction time 
that is lost; and they don’t 
tend to need a ton of techni-
cal support. 

Another concern that 
some students and teach-
ers have raised is the fact 
that some students don’t 
have reliable access to Wi-
Fi at home. However, Ms. 
Roughton said, “We are 
very mindful that it would 

improved or replaced with 
technology.” 

However, some stu-
dents believe that paper 
consumption hasn’t been 
significantly reduced by the 
Chromebooks. “The teach-
ers who aren’t using paper 
haven’t really ever used pa-
per,” said Xander Phillips 
’19. 

While some students 
clearly have concerns about 
the Chromebooks, the over-
all sentiment seems to be 
that the program will in-
crease equity at CRLS. “It’s 
good to have everyone have 
the same [device],” said 
Noa Gone ’22. “Because 
not everyone has a com-
puter or a printer… at home 
so it’s nice [for students] to 
be provided with something 
that they can use.” 

Aviva Gould also contrib-
uted to this article. 

The Chromebook policy allows for every student to have a laptop. 
Photo Credit: Sakib Asraf 
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CRLS Students Travel the World CRLS Remembers 

By 
Miriam 

Alvarez-Rosenbloom 
Layout Designer 

This summer, nine 
CRLS students travelled to 
Thailand, Peru, Morocco, 
France, Italy, Spain, Chile, 
and the Dominican Repub-
lic, all through CIEE, the 
Council on International 
Educational Exchange. 

CIEE is a nonprofit or-
ganization that promotes in-
ternational education. This 
summer was CRLS’ second 
year collaborating with the 
organization to grant stu-
dents need and merit-based 
scholarships to its summer 
programs abroad. They of-
fer programs focused on 
culture and language, ser-
vice and leadership, and 
global discovery. 

Language and cul-
ture trips include studying 
Arabic, Mandarin Chinese, 
French, German, Italian, 
Japanese, and Spanish, all 
taught in countries that 
speak each respective lan-
guage. 

Service and leadership 
trips include Empowering 
Girls Through Sports in Ir-
inga, Tanzania, Mentoring 
Youth and Raising Social 
Awareness in Santiago, 
Dominican Republic, and 
Environmental Jus-

Pictured: Mayila Deus ’19 with her host family in Paris. 

“There were lots of in-
stances where I just had to 
speak the Arabic I knew.” 
Now, he feels confident go-
ing into Arabic II. “It was a 
really great trip,” he said. 

Senior Mayila Deus 
travelled to Paris for a month 
this summer for the French 
Language and Culture pro-
gram. “It was amazing,” she 
said. “Honestly I couldn’t 
ask for a better experience; 
everything was great from 
the family to the classes and 
just being in Paris.”

 For Deus, the lan-
guage immersion provided 
by living with her host fam-
ily helped her the most in 

Photo courtesy of: Mayila Deus 

the service aspect of the trip 
showed her the importance 
of gratitude. 

Both Mr. McGuinness 
and Dr. Kelleher, encour-
aged more students to ap-
ply. “Honestly, we should 
have twenty kids a year go-
ing on this program,” said 
Mr. McGuinness. “We need 
more people to be aware 
of this, that this is an op-
portunity for students to 
travel the world, to have 
an amazing, life changing 
experience at a reasonable 
cost. They have to buy in a 
little bit … but they’ll never 
get another opportunity like 
this for the rest of their life.” 

Any CRLS student 
tice Through Youth “I gained the ability to in their freshman, 
Education in Khon sophomore, or ju-confidently speak to peopleKaen, Thailand. nior year is welcome 

As for Global in Arabic because I had to.” to apply. 
Discovery trips, 
Australian Wildlife Conser-
vation in Perth, Theater Arts 
Behind the Scenes in Lon-
don, K-Pop Immersion in 
Seoul, and Queer Life and 
Activism in Amsterdam are 
offered, among many more, 
according to CIEE’s web-
site. 

Ten to 100 percent of 
the program costs can be 
covered by CIEE. This past 
summer, 33,000 dollars 
given were granted in total 
for the nine students who 
participated. “The scholar-
ships make the difference,” 
said Mr. McGuinness. “The 
whole point is to open it up 
to more of our students.” 

Leo Austin-Spooner 
’21, who completed the Ar-
abic Language and Culture 
program in Rabat, Morroc-
co, said that the trip helped 
with his language learning. 
“I gained the ability to con-
fidently speak to people in 
Arabic because I had to,” he 
explained. 

improving her French. 
“One of the best ways 

to advance your language 
study is by living abroad 
and using the language in 
the country where it’s spo-
ken,” explained Dr. Kelle-
her, CPS’s Coordinator of 
World Language, who over-
sees the administrative work 
of partnering with CIEE. 

He continued, say-
ing “[it’s] just an incred-
ible opportunity to advance 
language skills, cultural 
awareness, and it just helps 
students to be ready to go 
out to the real world and 
have all kinds of different 
career experiences.” 

Eva Soriero, who was 
a CRLS sophomore last 
year but moved back to 
Seville, Spain, went on the 
Mentoring Youth and Rais-
ing Social Awareness trip to 
Santiago de los Caballeros, 
Dominican Republic. She 
noted that the trip “was real-
ly well-organized” and that 

RICHELLE 
ROBINSON 

2002 – 2018 

“Even as a 9th grader, Richelle was a big part of the 
dance program. She was a wonderful dancer and had 

a joyful spirit. We will miss her tremendously.” 

– Ms. Divelbliss, dance teacher

“Richelle was a ball of light and she only brought love 
and happiness to the people around her.”

 – Dominic Pierre, class of 2019 

“Richelle all by herself was a ball of light and had 
such purity that you felt it anytime you were around 
her. All the people who knew her and were friends 
with her knew how much positivity and humor was 
in that girl. Five minutes and Richelle could change 

your whole mood because she was just that much of a 
funny and loving person. Her intentions were always 
so good and straight from the heart. She was a quiet 

soul, but comfortable, a great spirit to be around. She 
was always showing me love everytime we saw each 
other. Her contagious laugh will be with me forever.” 

– Casey Torres, class of 2019

 “Richelle was a really supportive member and friend 
of the dance program. In rehearsals, she always was 
telling people how well they were doing. She always 

had something nice to say about everyone else.” 

– Emma Beaumont-Smith, class of 2019

 “Richelle’s personality, her smile, her strength, her 
spirit, and her heart showed the beautiful person she 
was. She had so, so much potential. Richelle was just 
a good person… you ever met someone and just like 
them because they mean well and have good inten-

tions? That’s Richelle. What she meant to me was the 
goodness in her spirit and the bright personality and 
smile she showed to everyone. She will always have 
a place in my heart, and she will never be forgotten. 

Never.” 

–Skiye Miller, class of 2018 

“I first met Richelle in middle school. We were never 
really close, but I know that to people she was close 

with, she was always making them laugh and smile in 
all situations.”

 -Ih’san Ellis, class of 2021 

Quotes gathered by William Reed 

However, stu-
dents are still responsible 
for travel costs and any in-
cidentals, such as costs for 
passports or spending mon-
ey. According to Mr. Mc-
Guinness, the Travel Com-
mittee is “looking to build 
a local fund that would be 
available for students to ap-
ply to for grants that would 
cover those travel expens-
es.” 

“What I want is for 
more of our students to 
have a world view, rather 
than a Cambridge view or 
a neighborhood view,” Mr. 
McGuinness said. 

“The more we can get 
our students out in the world 
around us, the broader you 
can expand kids’ minds by 
travel, the better off we all 
are, the better off the world 
is.” 

There will be an in-
formational meeting about 
CIEE on Thursday, October 
11th at 6:30 PM in the Me-
dia Cafe. 
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Returning Back to CRLS a Second Time, on the Other Side 

building has gone through laptops for every student is
By a major renovation that has a great change that I see.” 

Grace Austin changed the atmosphere of The renovations and tech-
Contributing Writer the school. The old school nology have made CRLS a 

had a lot of character, but notable school in terms of 
With a new wave of CRLS today shows color resource accessibility. 

teachers and staff at CRLS, and vibrancy, creating a lot When asked about 
over 70 faculty members are of positive energy.” why they returned to CRLS 
alumni of the high school. Additionally, several to work, the alumni had a 

For some, the Cam- alumni observed that the variety of responses. Many 
bridge public high school demographics of the school noted that the welcoming 
they attended was not Cam- have remained diverse. environment was a major 
bridge Rindge and Latin With a diverse community, factor bringing them back. 
School, but was either the economics teacher George Ms. Oluwole reflects, 
Cambridge Latin High Skelton ’09 believes that “I retired from corporate life 
School or Rindge Technical “students are more con- and wanted to do something 
School. scious of other people’s in tune with my values. This 

The merge into CRLS feelings” and “everyone is environment allowed me to 
occured in 1977. Learning more inclusive.” be more myself.” 
Community R Dean of Stu- However, the socio- Science teacher Tobe fornia. He states, “When alumni. 
dents Maria DiClemente ’82 economic diversity appears Stomberg ’86 agrees that 9/11 happened, I wanted to Looking forward, 
recollects, “My class went to have shrunk over the past the supportive environment come back home to be with alumni faculty have an 
through the merger of the several decades. To Learn- motivated her to return my family and to work with optimistic view on what 
two schools, so there was ing Community S Dean of to her alma mater, recall- students from my own city. CRLS and the students it 
some controversy about the Students Jamalh Prince ’88, ing that “even though the I was lucky enough, after welcomes can become. 
name and many walkouts there is a more polarized job seemed rigorous and applying to be a dean, to be Faculty have observed the 
associated with this. I sup- student population in terms challenging, the climate of chosen and hired to work physical changes at CRLS, 
pose this is similar to now, of socioeconomic status. CRLS was a compelling right back where I started. as well as the capabilities 
however for different rea- It’s great to be here, and I of students, and have high 
sons.” “The old school had a lot of character, love my job.” hopes for what students 

While the merging Both Ms. DiClemente can achieve. According tobut CRLS today shows color and vibrancy,of two schools was a ma- and Mr. Prince’s motives Mr. Tynes, “Tomorrow can 
jor change, there have also creating a lot of positive energy.” for coming back to Cam- only be great if the leaders 
been physical renovations bridge included the passion of today commit to helping 
and changes that have cre- The new installation of reason to return.” they had for helping oth- the leaders of tomorrow tap 
ated a new atmosphere in Chromebooks to every stu- The terrorist attack on ers and giving back to their into their best selves, reach 
the school. School Clerk dent has also been a remark- 9/11 brought Assistant Prin- community. This mentality within, and develop their 
Yemisi Oluwole ’85 re- able change to many alumni. cipal Bobby Tynes ’82 back focused on fostering com- own visions of the future 
members, “Physically, the Mr. Skelton exclaims, “The to Cambridge from Cali- munity was common among and of the world.” 

New CM Policy Goes into Effect in October 
CM Now Counts as Pass/Fail, Thursdays and Fridays Students Choose What to Do 

place in each teacher’s room, with in terms of accreditation. In order size aims to further strengthen our
By half the students in one and the rest for CRLS to be an accredited school community involvement through

Juliana Vandermark in another. At the start of October, and for CM to mean something on building connections with peers
Around School Editor OTI time will begin, and students students’ transcripts, the school’s who students might not otherwise 

will have the choice to check in reported attendance is a major fac- find themselves interacting with. 
This year at CRLS, CM will be with any of their teachers instead tor. Dean of Students for Learning This grouping is one of the only 

a little bit different, all in the name of the traditional homeroom model. Community R, Maria DiClemente, times at school where students don’t 
of emphasizing the “community” Sharon Lozada, advisor to a senior explained that “[Attendance is] a have a choice of who they’re with, 
in “community meeting.” CM this CM and director of both CRLS’ big deal on the school’s overall per- like they do when choosing classes 
year is back with two major chang- STARS and mentor programs, de- formance.” Dean of Students for or clubs. The idea is that “every-
es. First, students can now fail CM scribed this time as “a chance to Learning Community C, Susie Es- body has this experience that gives 
if their attendance dwindles. In an really connect with the people you pinoza, said “Mandatory attendance them exposure to all kinds of people 
email sent to students at the begin- need to connect to to make the most means more students will show up, that are different from them,” Loza-
ning of July about the policy, Princi- of your CRLS experience.” allowing a sense of community to da explained. 
pal Smith explained, “Students and A common concern of students grow.” DiClemente added, “It’s Over the summer, some com-
staff are looking for more account- about this new OTI time is that it not a homeroom, it’s a community munity members filled out a survey 
ability during CM. .... Students will will be too meeting.” to give their idea on what commu-
need to attend 85% of CM per quar- s t r u c t u r e d ,  W h i  l e  nity meeting setup would be best. 
ter to earn a Pass and four credits. If and students some students Because this was mostly decided 
students miss CM more than three will lose the worry about in the summer, CRLS will likely go 
times in a quarter, they will receive few minutes the changes, others haven’t noticed through an adjustment period, Di-
a detention. Robo calls and texts they have to go over their home- any major differences yet. Hannah Clemente explained, and hopefully 
will go home if students are marked work and relax in between their Thomsen, CRLS junior, comment- more members of the community 
tardy or absent from CM.” In ad- stressful classes. Lozada expressed ed on the policy, “I think it hasn’t will provide input and the admin-
dition to the new attendance policy, how instrumental student choice is made any difference, really, in istration can reassess and see how 
on Thursdays and Fridays, students in order for this change to work— homeroom; I had no problem with the new policies are being imple-
will be given a little more choice because after all, what students our homeroom size.” mented around the end of October. 
around how they spend their 20 need might just down time. The reason for this division As Lozada said, “If the community 
minutes with the new “Opportunity These changes have been into two smaller groups is to create is going to work, we all have to own 
To Improve”—or OTI—blocks. brought up for a few key reasons re- a safe place where students feel like it: Teachers have to own it, students 

Starting Thursday, September garding the success as a school and they can voice their opinions and have to own it, and we have to be 
13, Thursday and Friday’s Com- as a community. Attendance is very connect with peers on a more per- willing to make it everything it can 
munity Meeting time began to take important for the district as a whole sonal level. Lozada said the smaller be.” 

Pictured: Ms. DiClemente ‘82 in her office. 
Photo Credit: Lucy Messineo-Witt 

“It’s not a homeroom, it’s 
a community meeting.” 
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A Spotlight on New Classes at CRLS 

By Miriam Alvarez-Rosenbloom and Honor O’Shaughnessy 

Becoming Da Vinci: 
The Integration of Arts and Science 

Mr. SebellShavit || Grades: 11, 12 
For students interested in ex- ing an understanding for both. sis of art and science in any matter will become a diverse class. “Be-

ploring new ways of thinking about The topics that may be cov- of their choice. cause a lot of the people who are 
art, science, and the meanings of ered include “the chemistry behind Mr. SebellShavit spoke of underrepresented in the STEM 
their lives, Becoming Da Vinci: The art dating and restoration,” “using the recent emphasis in education fields are well-represented in the 
Integration of Arts and Science, a engineering to ensure safety in the- on STEAM—science, technology, arts fields [and]  I’m hoping to have 
class taught and created by Mr. Se- ater,” and “creating animations to engineering, art, and math—over it be able to be a class where it’s ac-
bellShavit, combines all three. visualize proteins and enzymes.” STEM as one of the reasons for the tually a cross-section of the school.” 

Becoming Da Vinci focuses Students’ interests will also shape approval of his course. One of his “I’m trying to get people to 
on this need for the combination of the curriculum. goals for the course is to “introduce change the way they think both of 
arts and science because despite the Mr. SebellShavit said that if students or people to where the in- the world and of themselves,” Mr. 
two subjects being intertwined, Mr. the majority of the class is inter- tersection of art and science hap- SebellShavit said, “in this way 
SebellShavit says, many artists will ested in a particular subject, he will pened, in a way that hopefully will where they understand that … 
seek out people who can aid with find a way to cover it. At the end of cause people to rethink what they STEAM all fits together into the 
the scientific aspects of their visions the course, students will create a fi- thought they wanted to do.” way that the world works and the 
and vice-versa, rather than cultivat- nal project that explores the synthe- Mr. SebellShavit hopes this way that you can experience [it].” 

Conspiracy Theories Zoology 
in Literature Ms. Borrelli || Grades: 11, 12 

Ms. Trayer || Grades: 11, 12 
After a long hiatus, the sci- teaching Zoology since it is quite 

For students who are interest- that she had the idea of creating a ence elective, Zoology, is back at different from what she usually 
ed in conspiracies theories, a new class centered around conspiracies CRLS. Taught by introductory and teaches, “I’m excited to teach an 
class at CRLS will likely catch since around 2010, but decided to AP Biology teacher Ms. Borrelli, elective … that doesn’t have a set 
their eye. The English elective make it a reality this school year. Zoology is centered around the curriculum. … I am looking for-
Conspiracy Theories in Literature The conspiracy theories be- study of the animal kingdom. This ward to more freedom in terms 
is being taught for the first time hind the assassination of JFK is school year, the class is offered of what topics we can dive into.” 
by Ms. Trayer, who also teaches what prompted Ms. Trayer to de- one block during second semester CRLS students may believe that 
English 11 and has taught Gender velop the class and is one of the to CRLS juniors and seniors who the natural world seems like a for-
Theory for the past three years. A  main topics that the course focuses have taken physics, chemistry, and eign realm; however, Ms. Borrelli 
conspiracy  on. Students have or are e x p l a i n s   
theory is an The conspiracy theories will also read taking bi- “I am looking forward to more that learn-
al ternative  behind the assassination of The Da Vinci ology. Ms. freedom in terms of what topics ing about 
explanation  JFK is what prompted Ms. Code by Dan Borrelli ex- the ani-
of a typi- Brown and plains the we can dive into.” mal world 
cally famous Trayer to develop the class. present their difference  is “really 
event that personal re- between zoology and biology, important, especially for people 
results when people notice “gaps search on conspiracies throughout saying zoology is “the study of the who grow up in a city, to have an 
[in] understanding or things they the semester. animal kingdom, whereas biology appreciation for wildlife, animals, 
perceive to be hidden,” says Ms. The course is already ex- is the study of life.” The curricu- and plants. … Having a deeper un-
Trayer. She explains that Conspir- tremely popular, with full classes lum will cover topics such as “all derstanding of the importance of 
acy Theories in Literature begins being taught first semester and major animal groupings, [includ- animals and the environment helps 
with learning about “why people another two periods again second ing] all vertebrates and all inver- make people better citizens of the 
believe [them], what conspiracies semester. The class is one with an tebrates. It will also talk about ani- Earth.” Zoology is a great class for 
are created, who’s creating them, honors option, and is currently of- mal reproduction, animal habitats, students searching for a science 
and how they are disseminated fered only to juniors and seniors and animal classification, accord- elective that will allow them to fo-
right now through social  media who have taken or are currently ing to Ms. Borrelli. cus in on their natural fascination 
especially.” Ms. Trayer explains taking English 11. Ms. Borrelli is thrilled to be for the animal kingdom. 

Through the Looking Glass: 
An Introduction to the Social Sciences 

Ms. Read || Grades: 11, 12 
Through the Looking Glass: Read. She mentioned how during duration of the course. “I don’t be- the needs of the kids and what they 

An Introduction to the Social Sci- the first week, she challenged her lieve that the only way to learn and have wanted to learn while also 
ences is a new history elective this students to decorate her classroom the only way you should learn is kind of seeing what the needs are 
year. The course focuses on “com- in complete silence as a social ex- through sitting in a classroom,” Ms. from my perspective, and marrying 
bining history, philosophy, sociol- periment. “We’re gonna be doing Read said. them. And the issues of each group 
ogy, economics, anthropology, and a lot of different things to get us to Ms. Read wants her class to is going to drive the course, which 
civics in a broad-spectrum introduc- think about the world from differ- provide a meaningful education is really unique,” she said. 
tion to the social sciences,” accord- ent perspectives and in unique ways to her students. She plans to tailor For Ms. Read, this was her 
ing to the CRLS Course Catalog. while also learning about the differ- aspects of the course around stu- first time completely developing 

“This is a non-traditional class. ent social sciences,” she explained. dent interest. For example, students the curriculum for a class. “I’m 
So it is not packets and videos and  Field trips are a central part learned how to use Photoshop to having more fun than I’ve had in a 
lectures. It is all about experiential of the curriculum and students will create posters and will learn about long time just getting to do some-
learning. It’s about doing,” said Ms. have field trip permission for the first aid. “We’re actually meeting thing totally unique and different.” 
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g Franco-English Bridges witNelly Ossia: Buildin h an Iranian Twist 

Houston to attend graduate school. was five years old when my par- toms. 
By I received my Ph.D. in French and ents left Iran and settled in Paris. RF: What is the most attractive 

Alexander Deng Francophone Studies and was ap- I remember that I had a conflicted aspect of teaching for you?
Contributing Writer pointed as an Instructional Assistant relationship with French. I had the NO: I just love interacting with stu-

Professor of French studies at the impression that I was losing my dents. I learn so much from them. 
Ms. Ossia is new to CRLS this year, University of Houston. I moved to identity while learning that lan- Students are navigating through 
teaching HN French 5 and AP the Greater Boston area about two guage at school. The cultural shock so many worlds, and I always feel 
French. She was born in Iran, grew years ago. I went back to [graduate] was quite vivid. grateful when I have the opportuni-
up in France, and now lives in the school to earn a MAT in Modern ty to get a glimpse of their various 
United States. Language Education from BU. I did RF: What is the most difficult backgrounds and communities. 

Register Forum: What factors in- RF: What are the biggest differ-
fluenced your decision to come to ences between schools here and in 
CRLS? France? 
Nelly Ossia: I’ve always taken NO: The American school system 
great interest in a school’s mission is very different from the French 
statement and was particularly in- system. What I really like here is 
trigued to find out that Rindge’s the focus on building relationships 
motto, “Opportunity, Diversity, and between students and teachers. My 
Respect,” was developed by the colleagues back in France never had 
students themselves. The first word, office hours, and my school did not 
“opportunity,” was aligned with have Community Meetings where 
what I saw in this school: a strong students have the opportunity to 
commitment from various stake- enrich their bonds with their teach-
holders—administration, teachers, ers. Another huge difference is all 
parents, and students—to make the standardized tests that students 
sure that this opportunity of getting have to take in the U.S., which is 
a well-rounded education is acces- very overwhelming. 
sible to all. I have met with dedi-
cated staff members and am eager RF: What are your impressions of 
to become part of this community. my student teaching at Lexington concept for you to teach in a lan- CRLS, and what are some goals 

High School. I have basically been guage? you hope to achieve here? 
RF: What was your path lead- in a school setting all my life. NO: Suspending one’s judgement NO: This is week three for me at 
ing up to your current position at to appreciate the diversity of cul- Rindge, so I am learning every day. 
CRLS? RF: You aren’t a native French tures and ways of being and living. I can always count on someone to 
NO: I worked at the United Nations speaker; when and where did you The world does not revolve around cheer me up or give me precious 
Educational, Scientific, and Cul- learn French, and how was that Western cultures and beliefs, and it advice! My goal is to build connec-
tural Organization, and received a experience? is essential to retain an open mind tions within the school’s commu-
scholarship from Rice University in NO: I learned French at school. I when we encounter different cus- nity and beyond. 

New Teacher Spotlight: Dr. Eva Lam 
social purpose to teaching five years, and I just always

By [because] teachers can do a heard great things about
Willa Frank lot of good if they are com- CRLS. I knew a couple kids 

Contributing Writer petent in the right place, and in college who had actually 
I wanted to be useful as well gone here and spoke really 

Dr. Lam teaches AP World as have fun. [highly] of the experience 
History and AP Compara- and who were also just re-
tive Government. She is also RF: If you could teach any ally really well intellectual-
a 2010 Rhodes Scholar, an class in the world, what ly prepared. I was definitely 
international postgraduate would it be? very impressed. Any kid 
scholarship for students to EL: Comparative Govern- who can come to college 
study at Oxford University. ment is actually the class and hit the ground running 

that I always wanted to is pretty academically im-
Register Forum: Why did teach, so I really lucked out pressive. 
you want to be a teacher? getting that assigned to me. 
Dr. Eva Lam: I went to big … It’s just so cool to not be RF: How has being a day. … There’s an element which was also cool… So, 
public school in Milwaukee stuck in American politics Rhodes Scholar impacted of sheer luck from which I I lucked out! 
which was your life? definitely benefited. … The 
very diverse, “Teachers can do a lot of good if they EL: I got su- experience was just amaz- RF: What advice do you 
and I think per lucky. ing, I mean I got to spend have for students?are competent in the right place, and Ione of the I think the three years in Oxford. … EL: I think when you’re 17, 
things I start- wanted to be useful as well as have fun.” Rhodes was It’s a beautiful city. I had it’s hard to take perspective 
ed to figure just a tremen- this amazing intellectual on how much of your life is 
out as I got to high school which is what American dous opportunity. I don’t experience—I was hanging still ahead of you, so I think 
was that your odds of get- schools tend to do and it’s think anybody should get out with this community of the number one thing is 
ting one of the really good really interesting to learn a really big head about it people who had incredibly that, if plans change, that’s 
teachers was way higher if beyond the stereotypes. because there’s always a diverse backgrounds and fine. You’ll go to college, 
you had other advantages in couple hundred people who academic interests and non- and you’ll change your ma-
your life, which I did. … I RF: Why did you decide are really qualified for that academic interests. We had jor seven times and you’ll 
wanted to be a teacher be- to come to CRLS? scholarship in the United absolutely the best dinner change your career plan 
cause it’s fun and I’m really EL: I’ve been in Cambridge States every year … and the conversations of anywhere twelve times. … It’s gonna 
nerdy and I get to be nerdy for close to ten years now. best advice I got going into I’ve ever been and I got feel like a big crisis every 
in front of people all day ev- I came to college here, I the interview process was a doctoral degree for free time, but it’s gonna be fine. 
ery day and get money for left for a little bit and I was that whether you get it or Extended versions of both interviews can beit, which is nice. But I also teaching at a charter school not partly depends on what found online at registerforum.org.think there’s an important in Cambridge for the past you had for breakfast that 

Ms. Ossia learned French in school after having moved there from Iran. 
Photo Credit: Sakib Asraf 

Dr. Lam teaches AP World History and AP Comparative Government. 
Photo Credit: Sakib Asraf 

http:registerforum.org
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School Administration Addresses Bullet Found on Campus 

By 
Vera Targoff 

Managing Editor 

“the CRLS Safety and Se-
curity Office was notified of 
this discovery, and the mat-
ter was reported immediate-

a search in and around the 
building for any other pos-
sible ammunition.” Accord-
ing to Mr. Smith, nothing 

of ammunition that had not 
been previously fired.” 

According to the Cam-
bridge Police Department’s 

being informed,” he said, 
comparing CRLS to the in-
cident in Medford Public 
Schools, where a recovered 

ly to the Cambridge Police else was found. report, the police were con- gun magazine went unre-
As the football team Department, as well as the After the initial two tacted by a member of the ported to police for a month. 

played on Friday, Septem- Superintendent’s Office.” emails from Mr. Smith, he School Safety Department “They didn’t get informed 
ber 7th, the crowds in the The Cambridge Po- sent out a third one address- after a custodian found the about it until a month after. 
stands were distracted, lice Department conducted ing inquiries that he had .22 caliber round in an area At least we were informed.” 
checking their phones and a search immediately after received. In this email, he not accessible by students. Freshman Aléx Mon-
looking around uneasily. An 
email from Principal Smith 
had been sent to everyone 
in the school, and that email 
was making people nervous. 

the bullet was re-
ported. According 
to a follow-up email 
from Mr. Smith that 
was sent out to the 

“I think it’s important that Mr. 
Smith keeps everyone updated on 

these kind of things.” 

“It’s concern-
ing,” senior Quin-
tin McLeod said. 
“I’m not scared, but 
it’s concerning.” 

teiro also expressed appreci-
ation about being informed. 
“I think it’s important that 
Mr. Smith keeps everyone 
updated on these kind of 

A bullet was found on entire CRLS com- McLeod said that things,” Monteiro said. “It 
the CRLS campus on Fri- munity, “Cambridge Police informed the CRLS com- he was appreciative of the shows a trust between the 
day, September 7th. In Mr. Department’s Explosive munity that “the bullet was emails sent out to everyone principal and the students in 
Smith’s email, he stated that Ordnance Unit conducted a small caliber single round in the community. “I like the school.” 

Graphic Credit: Vera Targoff 

Glocal Implementation 

Live Bus was able to install twelve out of thirteen of their real time bus trackers. 
Photo Credit: Sakib Asraf 

Transportation Projects Installed around City 

By 
Isabelle Agee-Jacobson 

Managing Editor 

This past summer, many of 
the students who participated in the 
Glocal Challenge last year began 
implementing the projects they de-
signed to improve transportation in 
Cambridge as part of an internship 
with the Cambridge Development 
Department (CDD). 

Five teams participated in 
the internship: “Live Bus,” 
who aimed to set up real time 
bus trackers in businesses near bus 
stops; “Transportation Transform-
ers,” who wanted to subsidize Blue 
Bike passes for high school stu-
dents; “Connect Cambridge,” who 
aimed to create a designated bus 
lane from the Porter Square T Sta-
tion to the Harvard Square T Sta-
tion; “Two Lanes,” whose idea was 
to create a bike lane on Broadway; 
and “CamTran,” who wanted to 
create an app to direct bikers on the 
safest and fastest routes for biking. 

Each of the teams faced 
unique challenges as they moved 
from planning and gathering sup-
port for their projects to actually 
implementing them. 

“All the students were suc-
cessful by the end, but they had to 

change their ideas,” said Jennifer 
Lawrence, a sustainability planner 
for the Cambridge Development 
Department and the manager of the 
Glocal Challenge for the city. 

For Transportation Transform-
ers, finding high school students 
to register proved difficult. “It was 
such a niche group of people and 
people were so spread out—people 
were on vacation, they’re doing 
their Mayor’s [Program] jobs—so 
it was hard to pinpoint where they 
would be,” said Simon Simpson 
’20, a member of the team. 

The team managed to regis-
ter six students for the discounted 
Blue Bike passes over the summer, 
and hope to reach their initial goal 
of sixty students now that school is 
back in session. 

Both Connect Cambridge and 
Two Lanes had to change course 
when they realized that putting bike 
and bus lanes on some streets just 
won’t work. 

Adapting to this unforeseen 
challenge, both teams will instead 
pilot smaller versions of their origi-
nal project designs on PARKing day 
on September 21st. Connect Cam-
bridge’s designated bus lane for the 
77 and 96 buses will run from the 
Rindge Avenue stop to the next stop 
at Walden Street between 7 AM and 
9 AM, as well as between 3 PM and 

7 PM. 
Two Lanes will run a tempo-

rary bike lane between Trowbridge 
and Ellery streets to raise aware-
ness about biking and bike safety 
on PARKing day. They have also 
pitched a new idea to the city—put-
ting additional “wayfinding sig-
nage” on Broadway to direct bik-
ers to Cambridge Street and Inman 
Street, where there are bike lanes— 
to implement instead of a perma-
nent bike lane on Broadway. 

“At first, I was not super keen 
on [the project] changing,” Emma 
Dhanda ’20, a member of Connect 
Cambridge, said. “Then, I realized 
it’s not always going to be the first 
idea that you have, and you’re go-
ing to have to go through changes 
to make it the best that it can be.” 

Live Bus, the real time bus 
tracker team, was able to install 

twelve out of thirteen of their tablets 
into businesses, but they too faced 
difficulties, especially around at-
taching the tablets to the windows. 

The final team, CamTran, did 
not implement their project over 
the summer but conducted research 
and pitched their idea to Google to 
build. 

Dhanda, who is one of the stu-
dents who will continue to work on 
implementing her project this year, 
noted that “it was crazy” that her 
team was able to put their project 
into practice. “When we all got to-
gether and thought up this project 
and presented it, we didn’t really 
feel that it was going to be some-
thing,” she said. “We knew that if 
we won the seed money it would 
become something but I don’t think 
it really set in until the actual pro-
gram.” 
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Dem Primaries Result in New Voices, Returning Leaders
Ayanna Pressley Defeats Incumbent, Jay Gonzalez Candidate for Governor 

By 
Honor O’Shaughnessy 

Layout Designer 
Jonathan Matsko 

Contributing Writer 

each presidential election, 
also determine who will 
fill open spots in Congress. 
One-third of the positions 
in the U.S. Senate are up 
for grabs, and all the seats 

ley the first black woman 
elected to Congress in Mas-
sachusetts’s history. Press-
ley will run unopposed 
in November’s midterm 
elections, so her position 

primarily West and Mid-
Cambridge, is located in the 
Fifth Congressional Dis-
trict. The district has been 
represented by Democratic 
Congresswoman Kather-

worked as a Trump cam-
paign co-chair in Massachu-
setts. 

Every state has one 
governor who serves as 
the head of the executive 

in the U.S. House of Rep- as Representative for U.S. ine Clark since 2013. In the branch, which is the high-
Massachusetts vot- resentatives are open for re- House District 7 is secured. primaries, Clark ran unop- est office in state govern-

ers hit the polls again on election. Pressley believes in posed. ment. Republican Charlie 
September 4th, as the state Massachusetts has a to- “activist leadership” and In the November mid- Baker has been the Gover-
held their 2018 primary tal of nine House term elec- nor of Massachusetts since 
elections. The results of 
these elections determined 
the candidates running for 

Districts, which 
are defined by 
location. Every 

Pressley will be the first black woman 
elected to Congress in Massachusetts. 

tions, how-
ever, she 
will be run-

2015. His campaign focuses 
on supporting veterans, in-
creasing school security and 

public office for both the two years, each ning against mental health services, and 
Democratic and Republican district elects a Represen- supports increasing equity, Republican nominee John minimizing climate change. 
parties. tative for Massachusetts to criminal justice reform, de- Hugo, a supporter of the In the primaries, Baker 

These candidates will the House. funding I.C.E., ending sex- anti-abortion group Massa- defeated GOP candidate 
continue their campaign The most closely- ual violence, and improving chusetts Citizens for Life. Scott Lively, and he will be 
through the midterm elec- watched primary in the health care. Each U.S. state has running against Democratic 
tions this coming Novem- state—and the country— Along with her politi- two senators who represent nominee Jay Gonzalez in 
ber, when a winner will be on September 4th was the cal experience and creden- the state as a whole and are the midterm elections. Gon-
officially elected for each race in House District 7, tials, Pressley believes she re-elected every six years. zalez was a cabinet member 
open position. encompassing about 70% is fit for the position, say- Current Massachusetts Sen- for former Massachusetts 

Candidates for Sena- of Boston, around 50% of ing, “The people closest to ator, Elizabeth Warren, is up Governor Deval Patrick and 
tor, Governor, Secretary of Cambridge, and about 50% the pain should be closest for reelection. In the prima- stands for criminal justice 
State, and Treasurer were of Milton, Chelsea, Everett, to the power.” Her slogan, ries, Warren ran unopposed. reform, equity in education, 
just some of the open posi- Randolph, and Somerville. “Change can’t wait,” coin- For the midterms, Warren and combating the opioid 
tions here in Massachusetts Democrat Ayanna Pressley cides with her progressive will be running against Re- crisis, among others. 
that were voted on during defeated Mike Capuano, platform. publican nominee Geoff If eligible, make sure 
the primaries. a 10-term Massachusetts Along with U.S. House Diehl, who defeated two to register to vote and par-

Midterm elections, House Representative, by District 7, another portion other GOP candidates in the ticipate in the 2018 midterm 
which happen in between 59% to 41%, making Press- of Cambridge, including primaries. In 2016, Diehl elections on November 6th! 

Cambridge Rappers: A New Type of Local Art 
signed to a record label. This has 

By made the platform especially key 
Martino Boni Beadle for young artists in high school still 
Contributing Writer developing their craft and waiting to 

be noticed. Juice Wrld (famous for 
Throughout the year, the Visu- “Lucid Dreams”), 19, and Smooky 

al and Performing Arts Department MarGielaa (associated with the 
gets a lot of attention at CRLS for A$AP MOB), 17, are two rappers 
its on-stage productions. Between that have blown up in popularity in 
the Black Box Theatre, the band the past year, and they both began 
and chorus rooms, the auditorium, their careers making beats and re-
and the dance studio, it seems like cording lyrics on just their phones. 
there is always a performance or While CRLS is no excep-
production right around the corner. tion to the national shift towards 

But, for some CRLS students, SoundCloud rap, there is something 
the basement of the Arts Building unique about the independent music 
isn’t the only center of art at Rind- community in Cambridge. “Every-
ge. For CRLS alum Kyle Mercado one has their own personal sound 
’18, SoundCloud provides an outlet and I think people are really sup-
not only for his creativity, but for portive of one another. People in 
his artistic individuality. “I started Cambridge love to hear each oth-
making music because I felt like I er’s sounds and genuinely want to an appreciation for good music and heard outside of just the Cambridge 
needed a way to give people a bet- see each other succeed,” says senior an enthusiasm surrounding the idea rap scene. Eddaif and Mercado, two 
ter understanding of who KMerc Anthony Grassi. that, at any minute, someone you artists that work together frequent-
is,” he says, referring to his name There is a tightly-knit culture know—and maybe even grew up ly, have uploaded songs with up to 
on the audio distribution platform. supported not only by local produc- with—could make it big. 40,000 plays on SoundCloud and 
In the past few years, “SoundCloud ers and rappers working together, Another CRLS alum, Bilal Ed- have recently begun performing 
rap” has quickly emerged as a vital but by friends and fans sharing mu- daif ’18 (who goes by “Lally” on live shows at venues like the Lily 
subgenre of hip-hop char- SoundCloud) says, “I started Pad and the Middle East. 
acterized by artists like Lil making music when I was Fundamentally, this new“Everyone has their own personalUzi Vert, Playboi Carti, and younger as more of a culture wave of hip-hop has provided the 
Young Thug. sound and I think people are really type of thing. Then me and tools and the community through 

Nationwide, this genre supportive of one another.” my friend picked up on the which local artists can envision and 
has discovered some of hobby and started taking it achieve their goals. Mercado, who 
the biggest current names serious.” This is usually how released an EP earlier this year en-
in hip-hop. Independent artists sic on SoundCloud and social me- the process begins; with more expe- titled 57 Columbia, says, “My goal 
are able to upload their music to dia. In this sense, Cambridge is a rience and better production, artists for the future is to sign a record deal 
SoundCloud for consumption by microcosm of what the SoundCloud begin to release better music which before the age of twenty and get my 
the general public without being rap community seeks to be. There is spreads by word-of-mouth until it’s mom dukes a big a** crib.” 

KMerc and Lally, both graduates of CRLS, upload their own music on SoundCloud. 
Photo Credit: Prince Dinero Productions 
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BIRD Scooters: A New, Electronic Way to Get Around 
City of Cambridge Addresses Recent Influx of Potentially Dangerous Electronic Scooters 

Cambridge residents. Walk- bridge police have begun to 
By ing down a major street like impound all BIRD scooters 

Nathan Kolodney Massachusetts Avenue or until further notice, but it 
Metro Editor Cambridge Street over the has not proven easy because 

past few months, it was al- of the open drop-off policy 
Over the past few most inevitable to see a per- BIRD has. Since there are 

months, Cambridge has had son riding one of the scoot- not specific locations to 
an influx of electronic scoot- ers. Senior Neely McKee drop the scooters, the police 
ers created by the company noted, “[The scooters] are must remove each individu-
BIRD. This scooter sharing a great alternative to cars in al scooter, which is an ardu-
service is similar to Blue terms of sustainability, and ous process even with the 
Bikes in that scooters are I guess the backlash they BIRD app which identifies 
left all around the city and cause is more of a symp- the scooters locations. Mo-
can be unlocked in order to tom of bad urban planning hamed Shafim ’18 said, “I 
use. However, BIRD dif- and less about the scooters don’t see them as a problem 
fers from its bike-sharing themselves.” because the city was really 
counterpart when quick to get them 
it comes to its re- out the city, but my 
lationship with the concern would have 
city. been the scooters 

W h e r e a s  that are left behind 
Blue Bikes spoke after someone rides 

The city of Cambridge has recently impounded all BIRD scooters. 
Photo Credit: Vera Targoff 

“My concern would have 
been the scooters that are left 

behind after someone rides them.” 

extensively with city offi- The city has cracked them. Though, I totally see the scooter wears a helmet. commented on the situation, 
cials before implementing down on BIRD for two main a Blue Bike system with the On the BIRD website, stating, “Regulation should 
bike stations around Cam- reasons. First, the company scooters working.” they address this problem, be left for the city to decide. 
bridge, BIRD dropped off did not properly communi- The main safety con- asking all users to bring a [The scooters] are just as ex-
dozens of scooters seeming- cate about the introduction cern surrounding these mo- helmet from home. This pensive and not as efficient 
ly overnight without telling of these electronic vehicles torized devices has been the seems to be an unlikely so- as bikes.” Only time will 
anybody about their plan. into the Cambridge com- lack of helmets provided lution, seeing how one main tell how this controversial 
Because these scooters do munity. Second, the scoot- with the scooters. In the appeal of the scooters is company expands, but for 
not need stations, and can ers pose safety hazards and state of Massachusetts, it is how spontaneous the pro- now, the buzz over BIRD 
be picked up and dropped legal concerns greater than illegal to ride a motorized cess of unlocking and riding has died down as their ban 
off anywhere, they have that of a bicycle, as in the scooter without a helmet, one is. Former BIRD user slowly removes them from 
been quite popular with case of Blue Bikes. Cam- and yet almost no user of and senior Adam Dincher the city. 

The Register Forum 

Summer News Timeline 
By Willa Frank 

JUNE 26 

28-year-old Democrat 
Alexandria Ocasio-

Cortez wins New York 
congressional prima-

ries, beating opponent 
Joe Crowley, who was 

expected to win. 

JULY 3 

The Supreme Court in 
Poland is purged, as 

part of an escalating se-
quence of authoritarian 
events in the country. 27 
out of 72 Supreme Court 

justices were forced to 
resign. The event caused 

national outcry, with 
tens of thousands of 

people protesting in the 
streets. 

JULY 1 

In another surpris-
ing election, Andres 
Manuel Lopez Obrador, 
a left-leaning politi-
cian, is elected president 
of Mexico. Obrador, 
who won by the biggest 
margin since 1982, vows 
to lead Mexico out of its 
trend towards corrup-
tion. Obrador’s win may 
open up discussion be-
tween the United States 
and Mexico in regards 
to the North American 
Free Trade Agreement. 

JULY 9 

After the retirement of 
Supreme Court Jus-
tice Anthony Kennedy, 
Trump nominates Brett 
Kavanaugh to fill the 
swing vote seat on the 
Supreme Court. One of 
the top controversies of 
Kavanaugh’s nomina-
tion is that he could vote 
to overturn Roe v. Wade. 

JULY 16 

Trump meets with Putin, 
sparking turbulence 

back home when Trump 
suggested—without 

specifically saying—that 
he trusted Putin more 

than his own intelligence 
agencies in regards to 

Russia’s interference in 
the 2016 presidential 

election. 

JULY 10 

After getting trapped 
in a flooded cave in 

Thailand for 17 days, 
all twelve members 

of a soccer team and 
their coach were finally 

rescued. 

JULY 19 

A duck boat capsizes 
and sinks in a sudden 
lake storm in Missouri. 
17 of the 31 passengers 
on board are killed, nine 
of them from the same 
family. 

JULY 15 

France beats Croatia 
4-2, winning the World 
Cup. 

JULY 12 

Liberian president Ellen 
Johnson Sirleaf turned 
power over to George 
Weah, marking Liberia’s 
first democratic trans-
fer of power in over 70 
years. 

AUGUST 2 

Trump administra-
tion reveals plan to 

roll back Obama-era 
regulations which 

are meant to reduce 
car emissions by ten 

percent. 

AUGUST 16 

Aretha Franklin, the 
“Queen of Soul,” dies 

of pancreatic cancer at 
age 76. 

AUGUST 31 

President Trump’s ap-
proval rating drops to 

the lowest during his 
presidency, with 60% 
of individuals disap-

proving of his perfor-

JULY 25 

A new experimental 
drug developed by 
Biogen (right here in 
Cambridge!) is shown 
in trials to slow memory 
loss, a revolutionary 
step towards the elusive 
cure for Alzheimer’s and 
other forms of dementia. 

AUGUST 6 

A 7.0 magnitude earth-
quake kills 98 people 
in Indonesia, injures 
236, and displaces over 
20,000. 

AUGUST 21 

Trump administra-
tion announces new 
sanctions which target 
Russia. Russia had been 
shipping oil to North 
Korea, defying interna-
tional sanctions against 
North Korea. 

mance. 
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White Boy Rick Entertains, Yet Fails to Be Memorable 

Merritt), in his natural habitat, hus- startles the strungout young woman It also doesn’t help how spotty 
tling at a gun show. He’s standing so badly she runs away with her Richie Merritt’s performance is as 
at a booth picking apart two assault boyfriend. After his sister’s depar- Rick Jr, giving a hundred percent 

By 
Andrew Mello 

Arts & Entertainment Editor 

The film White Boy Rick is 
about justice; the bitterly fair kind 
that lands people in prison discon-

rifles with a trained eye. Quickly, he 
exposes the dealer’s false advertis-
ing, “These AK’s are fake, they’re 
not Russian, these are Egyptian.” 
The dealer starts to sweat and 
quickly makes empty threats about 
how exactly he’d use those Egyp-
tian rifles. 

ture, both Sr. and Jr. get to work on 
their next scam. 

Rick Jr. walks into the hideout 
for a local drug ring, bag in hand. 
He enters the room incredibly casu-
ally for a high schooler carrying as-
sault weapons. Opening the bag, he 

for some scenes and others coming 
off very amateurish. 

Half way through his journey 
from kid to kingpin, Rick’s friend 
shoots him in the chest, landing him 
in the hospital. In a better movie that 
betrayal would’ve taken more than 

one scene to forget about it, 
nected from their families, and the Then, in comes and could’ve driven the plot 
unfair kind, the type that leaves kids Rick Sr. (Matthew Mc- The world established for to explore a different side of 
dead on the street. Conaughey), the more Rick than had been shown, aWhite Boy Rick is its biggest flaw.

Throughout the whole movie grisled conman and obvi- crueler side now adjusted to 
all actions, are met with swift reac- ous teacher to his fourteen- the world he inhabited. But 
tions and retaliation. Snitching on year-old son. He walks in, wraps his tosses the rifles out to be inspected, the only emotional impact from this 
your crew can get you shot in your hand around his son’s shoulder, and while he pulls out his real bread action is watching McConaughey’s 
own home, by your own friends. talks his way through leaving with maker. The long aluminum tube real pain and love for his child. 
Nobody’s loyal enough to say no to gear worth quadruple what he paid. he twists onto the end of a barrel is After finding out what hap-
money, and everybody’s trying to “I like this one.” Rick says holding “James Bond level,” silencing the pened McConaughey sits in his car, 
end up the last living player in the a stylish sidearm. His father nods to weapon. gun in hand, watching the men re-
game. the owner and takes it with him. The analogy given to the audi- sponsible pass and walk by. With 

The world established for From his very own father, ence is the classic burger and fries every tear that falls down his face , 
White Boy Rick is its biggest flaw. Rick Jr. would learn the lessons he upsell strategy. The product without he knows more that he can’t have his 
It’s established as the most cutthroat later used to become an informant the pricey accessory just isn’t the justice because his son needs him 
place in history, loyalty meaning to the FBI, and would eventually same product, so if you’re serious more than ever. McConaughey’s 
nothing in comparison to money. help him construct the criminal em- about your convictions, you don’t performance is the central heartbeat 
But that’s only told to us, and never pire of drugs and weapons which really have a choice about it. to the whole movie, any scene he’s 
really shown. We only see photo- landed him life in prison at just 17 A lot of White Boy Rick is ded- in he steals. 
graphs of those killed by criminal years old. icated to moments and scenes like Mostly entertaining but not 
lifestyles, and when we are witness Upon returning from the gun this, scenes that suggest the kind incredibly memorable, White Boy 
to such actions, they don’t connect show across state lines, Rick Sr. of lives lived in 1980’s Detroit. It’s Rick is a very interesting true story 
and feel only like slight problems. walks in on his addict daughter meant to seem like a no rules war- with a few moments of greatness 

White Boy Rick starts by show- shacked up with her dealer boy- zone, but we’re only ever told that, but not nearly enough to engage 
ing us our protagonist, Rick (Richie friend, and his yelling and uproar and never quite shown it. with the audience. 

Astroworld: A Curation Of Talent 
title and featured on the much. The next two tracks, 
cover. “Skeletons” and “Wake 

Next up is “Sicko Up,” feature vocals from 
Mode,” one of the most The Weeknd, which provide

By hyped-up songs on Astro- some crooning R&B flavor 
Jonah Tauber world. However, in my that compliment Travis’s 

Arts & Entertainment opinion, it’s too all over the auto-tuned trap style per-
Editor place in its structure, and fectly. 

has just a few too many beat The rest of the album 
Two years from his last changes to fully enjoy. Yet it is mixed with some strong 

studio album, rapper Travis flows smoothly into “R.I.P. tracks, like “5% Tint,” “Yo-
Scott is back with another Screw,” on which Scott semite,” and “Houstonfor-
smash hit, Astroworld, re- pays tribute to the late DJ nication,” as well as weaker 
leased in early August. “La Screw, a legend in Scott’s ones such as “Can’t Say,” 
Flame” continues with his hometown of Houston. “Who? What!”, and “But-
unique psychedelic trap The standout song on terfly Effect,” which, hav-
style on this project, to out- the album is “Stop Trying ing been released well over 
standing effect. His abilities to Be God,” a track full to a year ago, has gotten a bit 
as a curator comes to the the brim with guest artists. tired. 
forefront as he brings to- Kid Cudi brings his famed The final song, “Coffee 
gether the talents of artists humming, the legendary Bean,” is very understated 
like Kid Cudi, Drake, The Stevie Wonder contributes a with its lack of features and 
Weeknd, and many others harmonica part, and James chilled-out beat, but it is one 
to compliment his of my favorites on the guest features. some inconsistency in song
own sound. this project. The Though some of the quality, it doesn’t quiteTravis’s psychedelic vibe andThe al- laid-back feel to later songs on the album get reach the heights of its po-
bum starts off trippy vocals make his work stand it helps to close a little stale, the underlying tential to be a true classic. 
strong, with the out from the pack. out the album in trademark “La Flame” aes- Still, it certainly gives you
1-2 punch of a compelling and thetic makes the album as a music that’s catchy, enter-
“Stargazing” and introspective way. whole a very enjoyable lis- taining, and interesting on 
“Carousel.” “Stargazing” is Blake sings an amazing bal- Astroworld is a superb tening experience. its many standout tracks. 
a floaty, otherworldly track lad-style verse towards the album and one of my fa- Travis’s psychedelic With all of the novel musi-
introducing the listener to end. All these sounds com- vorites of 2018 so far. Tra- vibe and trippy vocals make cal ideas it presents, this al-
this spacy album. “Carou- bine to form an excellent vis Scott brings both great his work stand out from the bum may just be a glimpse
sel” brings a bouncy and composition. performances from him- pack. My main gripe with of the future of music, and it 
energetic beat that gives a “No Bystanders” is an- self and brings out the best the album is a lack of mean- shows that Travis Scott is at 
feel of the amusement park other banging, club-ready in others. His unique style ing behind the songs—and the forefront of hip-hop and
which is referenced in the anthem that I enjoy very shines throughout, even in for this reason, along with trap. 

Travis Scott released Astroworld on August 3, 2018 
Illustration Credit: Lara Garay 
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Gay in the ’90s: A Fictional Story of Homophobic History 

What to Read Next: Register Forum Editors’ Picks 

By 
Abby Jarcho 

Contributing Writer 

Directed by Desiree Akhavan and based on 
the YA novel by Emily Danforth, the summer 
2018 film The Miseducation of Cameron Post 
is truly a striking piece of cinema. The fictional 
story follows the life of lesbian teen, Cameron 
Post, played by Chloë Grace Moretz, when 
she is shipped off to a Christian gay con-
version therapy camp. After being caught 
together with a girl in the backseat of 
her boyfriend’s car, Cameron is sent to 
“God’s Promise,” where she discovers 
other high school teens forced to ad-
dress their “SSA” (same-sex attrac-
tion) as not just a problem, but an evil 
tendency. 

The theory that homosexual at-
traction can and should be eliminated 
by religious-based counseling was not 
too long ago an accepted practice in 
American culture. Although never ac-
tually sent to one of these camps her-
self, Danforth drew on her closeted past in her 
less-than-accepting Montana hometown in the 
1990s as inspiration for the story. 

At God’s Promise, Cameron meets a mix 
of kids, some who believe in the theory of the 
school—that their sexual identity is a product 
of evil—and some, like herself, who try to fight 
the tactics of the program. The program teaches 
these kids that their innate identity is wrong, 
dangerous, and anti-Christian. Akhavan presents 
a gloomy picture of this depressing reality; she 
does not back down from long, uncomfortable 
silences, nor from presenting painful scenes. 

Far from a documen-
tary on homophobia, Miseducation shows this 
piece of history from a unique angle. Akhavan 

Illustration Credit: Megan Kelliher 

is much more interested in having the audience 
know these characters intimately rather than in 
preaching a lesson. 

In the titular role, Moretz gave a heartbreak-
ing performance that shows her ample versatility 
as an actress. Sasha Lane and Forrest Goodluck, 
playing Jane and Adam, Cameron’s companions 
at God’s Promise, also held their own in bring-
ing their characters’ unique stories to life. 

This film, because of its heavy content, is 
definitely one to watch with caution. As trauma 

and depression are central themes, it may 
be too upsetting for some. It is unrated in 
theatres, likely because the audience that 
might find the film the most disturbing 
are the people for whom this story was 
made. Any teenager, whether identifying 
as straight or LGBT, can relate to the 
characters, their emotions, and their 
struggles. 

The beauty of Miseducation is 
just this: it presents the story as any 
other coming-of-age film. In the 21st 
century, it is more accepted and un-
derstood that finding one’s sexual 
identity is a part of the coming-of-age 
process. Miseducation reminds us that 
the diverse spectrum of sexual identi-
ties has always existed, but without 
the open-minded perspective, the 
freedom, or the vocabulary to ex-

press it, queer teens were forced to face this part 
of growing up on their own. 

The Old Man Who Read Love 
Stories by Luis Sepúlveda 

What: This short read tells the sto-
ry of Antonio José Bolivar, an old 
man living alone in an Ecuadorian 
jungle after the death of his lover. 
He faces heartache, solitude, cul-
tural conflicts, and the vicious wild. 
Why: Most text about love are 
often cliché, making you feel the 
same ways and think the same 
things. But this book is truly so dis-
tinct from any other, absorbing you 
into a story that isn’t quite fantasti-
cal, but one which you would never 
have imagined. 

Citizen: An American Lyric by 
Claudia Rankine 

What: This book-length poem (one 
which you’ve probably read ex-
cerpts from in class) can seem in-
timidating for many reasons. How-
ever, it is well worth it, addressing 
modern racism in America in such 
a beautiful way, even to a poetry-
despiser like me. 
Why: Citizen is undeniably a diffi-
cult text and not one to read casu-
ally while walking to soccer prac-
tice. It requires you to reread and 
understand. Nonetheless, reading 
this is simply so important—and 
there’s no other way to describe 
it. She writes of microaggressions, 
violence, sports, and every existing 
cross-section. 

– Sun-Jung Yum ’19 

White Teeth by Zadie Smith 

What: Smith’s novel is written 
from the perspective of multiple dif-
ferent Londoners living in the later 
20th century. The characters range 
from a white, middle-aged man, to 
his black, 20-year-old wife, to their 
Muslim family friends. 
Why: Smith is the kind of writer 
that makes you think no other writ-
ers should even write because they 
could never live up to her prowess. 
She’s articulate, exciting, and ex-
pertly humorous in a way that most 
good writers—caught up in the dra-
ma and depression of their stories— 
fail to be. 

“Up, Simba” by David Foster 
Wallace 

What: A long, long essay by the 
late, great David Foster Wallace 
about John McCain and his run 
for president in 2000. The essay is 
one of many included in Consider 
the Lobster, a collection of some of 
Wallace’s best. 
Why: Following McCain’s death 
this past August, “Up, Simba” is a 
deep dive into the character of the 
politician, the world in which he 
worked, and the morals he lived by. 
The essay is about McCain, but it 
goes much deeper than just his exis-
tence; it touches on modern politics, 
hope, and the power of believing in 
something. 

– Cecilia Barron ’19 

News of the World by Paulette 
Jiles 

What: Set at the close of the Civ-
il War, this book follows Captain 
Jefferson Kyle Kidd, whose life is 
solitary until he meets Johanna, a 
10-year-old orphan. This is a poi-
gnant story about the relationship 
between an old man and a deter-
mined girl who couldn’t come from 
more different backgrounds. 
Why: The book provides a per-
spective of the harshness of assimi-
lation, as well as a more nuanced 
understanding of relations between 
Native Americans and white Amer-
icans in the mid-19th century. 

Between the World and Me by 
Ta-Nehisi Coates 

What: Between the World and Me is 
a profound and beautifully written 
letter from former Atlantic writer 
Ta-Nehisi Coates to his son, Samori 
Coates, about being a black man 
in America. Coates writes in ways 
that are both deeply personal and a 
reckoning of broad and ingrained 
elements of our society. 
Why: Every page of Between the 
World and Me is a gem. Unlike the 
authors of many books, Coates is 
not trying to cater to the readers; in-
stead we are invested observers of 
an intimate moment between father 
and son. Toni Morrison says it all: 
“This [book] is required reading.” 

– Isabelle Agee-Jacobson ’20 

Homegoing by Yaa Gyasi 

What: Starting in 18th century 
Ghana, Homegoing follows the 
paths of two half sisters, who are 
unaware of each other, and their 
descendants through eight genera-
tions. From the Gold Coast to Jazz 
Age Harlem, Gyasi tells a story of 
slavery and its repercussions, com-
paring those who were sent to the 
U.S. to those who stayed in Ghana. 
Why: Homegoing is a work of 
beautiful storytelling, written in vi-
gnettes that focus on each descen-
dant in their own story. The char-
acter development is phenomenal, 
considering that each character only 
gets such a short chapter. 

The Photo Ark by Joel Sartore 

What: The Photo Ark is a collection 
of over 400 portraits of the beautiful 
species that Earth holds. Arranged 
beautifully, the photos compliment 
and contrast each other in a way that 
makes the viewer feel a connection 
with the animals on the page. 
Why: Joel Sartore set out on a mis-
sion in 2005 to photograph every 
one of the world’s 12,000-plus cap-
tive species—species under human 
care all over the world—before he 
dies. This book is not just a book of 
animal portraits- it’s a call for the 
world to be aware of the extreme 
loss of biodiversity our planet is ex-
periencing. 

– Vera Targoff ’19 
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We Are Not Just “Rindge” 

By 
Katie Green 

Head Copyeditor 

“Cambridge Rindge and Latin 
High School” has always been a 
mouthful. Of course, there are ways 
around this—an acronym that is 
“CRLS” the most common. How-
ever, one of the most common nick-
names, heard both in the halls and 
within offices, is simply “Rindge.” 

This particular shortcut has 
garnered a significant amount of 
annoyance from CRLS alumni who 
attended its predecessor school, 
Cambridge High and Latin, simply 
due to the omission of “Latin.” But 
is leaving it out really that much of 
a statement? Maybe not conscious-
ly, but calling CRLS just “Rindge” 
defeats the entire purpose of a con-
flict that occurred specifically to 
keep “Latin” in the name. 

Cambridge Rindge and Latin 
originates 

compared to Rindge Tech. Modern 
CRLS does not use any of its facili-
ties, as they were torn down. 

In 1974, mostly due to the 
High and Latin building’s deterio-
rating state, the Cambridge School 
Committee voted for it to merge 
with Rindge Tech. It was also de-
cided that the name of the new 
school would derive only from the 
latter; Frederick Rindge, the man it 
was named after, had initially do-
nated the land where both schools 
were located. 

This decision was met with 
significant backlash from High and 
Latin students and staff, who felt 
their identity would be erased. Just 
days after the announcement, 610 
students and faculty signed a peti-
tion to keep High and Latin in the 
school’s name. 

Even so, the merger continued 
as planned, ignoring the outcry. The 
students only got more persistent— 
they organized several walkouts 

and pro-
from two tests, con-
C a m - Today, what past students at t i n u i n g 
b r i d g e  High and Latin fought to con-
h i g h  test theto avoid seems like the reality. schoo l s :  S c h o o l  
R i n d g e  
Technical School and Cambridge 
High and Latin School. Rindge 
Tech was founded in 1888 as 
the Cambridge Manual Training 
School, only enrolling boys. Its 
building still exists in CRLS, al-
beit renovated. High and Latin was 
a co-ed school created in 1910 and 
provided more traditional education 

Commit-
tee, until administrators saw no 
choice other than to combine the 
two names. It had been made clear 
to them that both student bodies had 
unique demographics, extracurricu-
lars, mascots, mottos, histories— 
and, overall, equally important 
identities. In 1978, the Committee 
decided on Cambridge Rindge and 

610 students and facuty signed a petition in 1974 to keep Latin in the school’s name. 
Photo Credit: Grace Ramsdell 

Latin. 
From their sheer persistence, 

it’s obvious that High and Latin 
students pushing for their inclusion 
saw importance in securing their 
name. It wasn’t just a recommenda-
tion to them, it was a requirement. 
Otherwise, only Rindge Tech would 
be actively acknowledged as CRLS 
history. 

Today, however, what they 
fought to avoid seems like the real-
ity—High and Latin is only further 
forgotten as it’s kept out of the di-
minutive. The last students of High 
and Latin won the fight for their 
representation, but how can their 
mark stay when CRLS students or 
staff do not refer to it as Cambridge 
Rindge and Latin? 

There’s no way to force peo-
ple to change how they speak—at 
least, not without resistance. But, I 

do believe there is an importance to 
acknowledging our entire school’s 
name. Even to a 16-year-old as my-
self, it feels a bit backwards to re-
duce the name of the school when 
so much effort was put into exactly 
the opposite. If we ignore former 
students’ effort, it disrespects years 
of debate that led to our school be-
coming what it is today. 

The least we can do to ac-
knowledge the conflict and history 
behind our school’s name is to sat-
isfy both parts of it in print—that 
is, not referring to our school only 
as “Rindge” in the Register Forum 
and in other school-produced writ-
ings. 

I understand the inconvenienc-
es that come with a name as long 
as our school’s, but there are sev-
eral other ways to shorten it without 
omitting the part most fought for. 

Will the New Homeroom Rules Fix Absence Issues? 
By 

Nicholas Howe 
Contributing Writer 

In early July, Principal Smith 
sent out an email announcing 
that the administration would be 
“changing the content and structure 
of CMs next school year.” Students 
haven’t seen homeroom as a neces-
sary class, and due to this lack of 
accountability, homeroom is set to 
become pass/fail—and failure to 
attend homeroom will now be pun-
ished with a detention. 

While the changes try to solve 
the issues with homeroom—such 
as the frequent absences and lack of 
accountability—in the end, they’re 
just not going to be enough to make 
students go. 

As the sum-

homeroom rules, Principal Smith 
stated that the rules were meant to 
resolve the issue of the amount of 
students in the hallways and off 
campus during homeroom. Prin-
cipal Smith also men-

in my homeroom are always dead,” 
says junior Laura Luna. Luna’s ex-
perience isn’t uncommon; many 
homerooms have trouble getting 
students to participate in lively dis-

students can go to the library, meet 
with teachers, and essentially use 
the time how they feel best fit. 

“I like that idea,” says Mi-
kayla O’Connor, a sophomore. “I 

need CM to do 
tioned that all of the Students being able to use the fifteen my homework!” 
new rules would not be The OTIs repre-minutes to do what they need for the rest of theimplemented until early sent a new idea for 
October. period is what homeroom should have been. homeroom which 

Principal Smith’s 
reasons for the new rules are under-
standable, as a lack of attendance 
leads to a lack of funding, but will 
these new rules really help increase 
attendance? I think that there are 
definitely pros and cons to the new 
homeroom rules. However, I think 
some critical issues with the cur-
rent state of homeroom were not 
addressed. 

While the new rules offer a 
reason to not 

mer progressed, “In my homeroom, skip homeroom, 
more ques- there is still nothe teachers have totions began to good incentive to 
arise as students force us to speak.” go to homeroom. 
wondered what Simply put, stu-
homeroom would be like in the dents still do not see the purpose of 
2018-2019 school year. homeroom. “For me, homeroom is 

When asked about the new about doing homework; discussions 

cussions. “In my homeroom, the 
teachers have to force us to speak,” 
adds Tori Thompson ’20. The ad-
ministration’s idea to incorporate 
suggested discussion topics doesn’t 
sound appealing for many, as for 
lots of students the idea of discus-
sions in homeroom is synonymous 
with awkward silence. 

Trying to get students to inter-
act and bond in homeroom will in-
evitably fail like it has in the past— 
to get kids interested in homeroom, 
the administration will have to come 
from a completely different angle. 

One such angle was introduced 
in the email as well: Opportunity 
to Improve goals, or OTIs, which 
will be implemented on Thursdays 
and Fridays. During these periods, 

is much better re-
ceived by students, as many think 
that it’s what homeroom already 
sort of was: a chance to do what you 
need to do. I think that students be-
ing able to use the fifteen minutes to 
do what they need for the rest of the 
period is what homeroom should 
have been. 

Having small breaks in be-
tween your classes is really a life-
saver, as when students have only 
a four-minute break between one 
hundred and sixty minutes of class, 
students can start to fade and end 
up missing important information. 
I think that the OTIs will be real-
ly beneficial for students when the 
rules take full effect in October, and 
think that the new rules represent a 
good change for homeroom. 
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Chromebook Policy: Holds 
Promise, Poorly Executed 

This year, every CRLS student was provided with a Chromebook for academic use. 
Photo Credit: Sakib Asraf 

Devices should only be 
offered to families that both 

need and request them. 
By 

Jaret Berman 
Contributing Writer 

This year, the school ad-
ministration announced that only 
Chromebooks would be allowed on 
the CRLS Wi-Fi connection. This 
announcement was met with back-
lash from the student body: specifi-
cally, one of anger. 

The fact of the matter is that 
this school should be on the side of 
allowing students more freedom, 
not taking their choices away. The 
idea behind Chromebook distribu-
tion should not be to create a level 
playing field by bringing people 
with better devices down, but to get 
all students to an acceptable level— 
a baseline—by raising them to the 
level of having them in the first 
place. 

The first reason for the restric-
tion of Wi-Fi given by Principal 
Smith at a recent School Commit-
tee meeting where these changes 
were discussed—that coordination 
can be difficult with devices that 
don’t use the G-Suite of office ap-
plications—is misinformed. Any 
computer can access the G-Suite, 
regardless of operating system. The 
only potential reason that a com-
puter couldn’t access the G-Suite 
would be due to the very same loss 
of Wi-Fi access that is going into 
effect. 

The second reason given was 
that it would create equity amongst 
the students with regard to internet 
access during school. However, this 
reason is questionable from a logi-
cal standpoint and actually stands 
in contrast to the school’s motto. 
Instead of simply providing an op-
portunity to students without com-

Chromebook Policy Does
Not Follow School Motto 

puters to complete schoolwork, the 
opportunity of those with better 
devices to truly excel has been re-
stricted. 

There is no diversity of abil-
ity, because rather than allowing 
devices that work better than what 
the school allows to persist, the stu-
dents have been handicapped (“Har-
rison Bergeron,” anyone?) in order 
to reach a status quo—no matter if 
the result is that everyone is saddled 
with a mediocre computer, regard-
less of whether or not they want to 
be legally responsible should it be 
lost or come to harm. 

It’s worth noting, for the sake 
of transparency, that I myself do not 
own a personal computer. 

Lastly, it shows that adminis-
tration doesn’t respect or trust the 
student body with anything that 
they cannot remotely lock or moni-
tor, keeping them confined to a me-
ticulously curated walled garden in 
the center of a vast forest. Thus, it 
is arguable that the decision to limit 
school Wi-Fi access goes against 
what the school, at the very least 
ostensibly, stands for. 

Unfortunately, for all the 
gripes to be made about this deci-
sion, it is ultimately not disastrous 
enough to warrant any change from 
our current administration. What 
has been done is like the tightening 
of a bolt on a well-running engine 
that makes the device sputter and 
shoot out clouds of smoke, but re-
sults in only slightly worse perfor-
mance. 

Despite this, I think that it’s 
still worth it to speak out against 
these restrictive rules. Though the 
engine may only be spewing harm-
less smoke now, there’s no telling 
what will happen when future bits 
and pieces are removed. 

By 
Julian Knight 

Opinion Editor 

Over the last few years, CRLS 
has seen gradual shifts in its usage 
of technology, from the replacement 
of centralized computer labs with 
laptop carts in 2017 to the increased 
integration of G-Suite products 
like Google Classroom and Gmail. 
Changes implemented at the start 
of this school year have taken this 
one step further, providing every 
CRLS student with a Chromebook 
for academic use, inside and outside 
of school, through the new “CRLS 
Connects” program. 

First distributed to incoming 
freshmen for the 2017-2018 school 
year, the Chromebook program was 
conceived with equity and digital 
accessibility in mind. On the sur-
face, this 
t r a n s i t i o n  
seemed to be 
the next logi-
cal step; in 
an increas-
ingly Internet-reliant classroom and 
a school with a diverse range of 
income backgrounds, free comput-
ers would both expand connectivity 
within the classroom and improve 
student’s abilities to complete es-
says and online assignments outside 
of school. 

But the policy’s execution 
and the decisions behind it remain 
flawed. For one, computer science 
courses (which are increasingly 
popular at CRLS) require com-
puter systems the Chromebooks 
cannot provide. For example, the 
devices have little internal storage 
and are designed to function mere-
ly as “Internet portals” rather than 
fully-functional devices. Secondly, 
school officials have enforced the 
1:1 policy for all students, mean-
ing that having a Chromebook is no 
longer optional; the use of personal 
computers is discouraged, and this 
is imposed through the removal of 
publicly accessible Wi-Fi. 

On documents signed by stu-
dents and families during distribu-
tion sessions, the replacement fee of 
the Chromebook and accessories is 
listed as $348.35—to be paid if the 
device is damaged or lost. Essen-
tially, families are required to accept 
the responsibility of Chromebook 
“ownership,” while simultaneously 
being prepared to pay for damage 
to a device they may have had no 
desire to own in the first place. 

In terms of capabilities, 
Chromebooks are uniquely suited 
to an educational environment in 
that their functionality is limited 
to basic Internet access. However, 
when it comes to distributing de-
vices meant to replicate the needed 
experience for those who would be 

unable to afford laptops, Chrome-
books fall short. In the real world, 
they are rarely the consumer’s first 
choice, and although higher-end 
models range from $600-1000 and 
come with features like touch-
screens and styli, the 11” Acer C740 
devices the school has purchased 
do not provide any sophisticated 
computer skills students may need 
in competitive job markets. And as-
suming that each new device and 
accessory was purchased for the 
replacement price, the district spent 
roughly $425,000 to $520,000 on 
Chromebooks this year alone. 

Prior to the introduction of 
CRLS Connects, students were able 
to bring in personal computers at 
any time for work on in-class as-
signments, when laptop carts or the 
(since removed) desktops around 
the building proved inconvenient. 

Additionally, 
some with-
out personal 
or portable 
c o m p u t e r s  
had access 

to desktop computers outside of 
school, and were still able to com-
plete work in this manner. The iro-
ny of this situation, therefore, is that 
students with capable devices are 
prevented from using them, while 
taking on the responsibility of a 
second, school-issued device. 

Moreover, low-income fami-
lies that may have usable devices 
at home would be hurt the most by 
a $300 charge—a risk that many 
would not willingly take on for four 
years (since Chromebooks remain 
with students over the summer). 
In the case of families understand-
ably unwilling to assume responsi-
bility for any device, such students 
should be able to fully opt out of 
CRLS Connects, relying on devices 
at home and in-school laptop carts 
instead. In short, devices should 
only be offered to families that both 
need and request them. 

To better tackle the issues with 
Chromebooks and establish equity 
between students from a wide vari-
ety of economic backgrounds, CPS 
should instead distribute higher-end 
computers to students who opt into 
the program based on demonstrated 
need. From that point, those devic-
es can remain at home for all four 
years if the student desires (involv-
ing much less risk than bringing a 
$300 device across the city twice 
a day), or brought into school to 
better “level the playing field” in 
terms of device quality and capa-
bilities; this way, all students could 
choose to use higher-end computers 
in class. Alternatively, classroom 
computer use can continue as it had 
successfully operated in previous 
years—with existing laptop carts 
and library desktops. 
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“Welcome Back” 
Continued from page 1 

ent platforms to communi-
cate these stories. We are 
made up of writers (some 
of whom find interest in 
politics, sports, or movies), 
but also photographers, co-
pyeditors, designers, and 
illustrators. This expansion 
of our club is a recent en-
deavor, one which we will 
continue to pursue this year. 

Yet, we are far from 
being racially diverse. Of 
the roughly 54 staff mem-
bers we had at the begin-
ning of last school year, 
approximately three mem-
bers were black. In a school 
where 30.2% of the school 
identifies as African Ameri-
can, only 5% of the news-
paper is. There is no excuse. 

Last year we published 
an editorial dedicated solely 
to this issue, and conver-
sations addressing it have 
been ongoing since before 
our freshman year. While 
we don’t mean to diminish 
these important conversa-
tions and articles, words— 

Dear CRLS, 
Welcome back! As we kick 

off the new school year, Student 
Government is excited to continue 
traditions from the past, as well as 
provide new events and policies 
that will accomplish the visions our 
student body wishes to see here at 
Rindge. 

Although school has only 
been in session for one month, 
there has been a lot of change at 
CRLS. Namely, this year marks the 
first year of the school’s 1:1 “CRLS 
Connects” computer policy, which 
aims to provide every student with 
a Chromebook to use at home and 
at school. 

Current School Committee 
representatives Antonio Escallon 
’19 and Anthony Grassi ’19 heard 
from several students and families 
about their opinions on the new 
policy. This topic has generated a 
lot of conversa-

both written and spoken— the Black Student Union, 
mean little. whose videos last year made 

This year, we want to us, and the entire school 
do more than have lofty con- community, consider the 

Pictured: The Register Forum editors and staff at the first NewsStorm of the year on September 6th 
Photo Credit: Mr. Matteo 

versations about increased ways we inadvertently per-
“diversity” and “outreach.” petuate racism. We are go-

While anyone with ing to work 
ideas or concerns is wel- with all Eng- This year, we want to do more than newspaper’s 
come to reach out to us lish teachers, have lofty conversations about primary goal 
(19cbarron@cpsd.us and regardless of is telling theincreased ‘diversity’ and ‘outreach.’19syum@cpsd.us), it is no the classes or truth, and 
one else’s responsibility but levels they we’re only 
ours to fix this problem. teach, to help us recruit in order to make them more telling half of it. This year, 

We hope to work with members who may not have accessible. we want to tell it all. 

A Letter from Your President: Entering the 2018-2019 Year 
The meeting included deep discus-

By sion on the stigmas surrounding dif-
Grace Austin ferent types of technology and how 

Student Body President that may create divides in the class-
room. 

In addition, a new Commu-
nity Meeting agenda was made, 
based on a survey filled out by stu-
dents indicating the way they want 
to use the first 15 minutes of the 
day. The majority of students who 
voted wanted to have three days of 
a structured CM, followed by two 
days where students could choose 
what they wanted to do. This sys-
tem is based with Opportunity To 
Improve goals, or OTI. 

Beginning in October, this 
policy will also begin a pass/fail 
system for students based on at-
tendance. Over the summer, many 
students reached out to address this 
new policy. 

We have been working to un-
derstand more specifically what 
students want to do with their time 
during CM in order to motivate stu-
dents to effectively use their time 
the way they need to, both through 

heard of the paper other-
wise. 

We are going to work 
with Student Government 

to discuss ways we can re-
arrange future Club Days 

The Student Government hopes to add more class events, like the Halloween Dance. 
Photo Courtesy of: Grace Austin 

to ensure the events can happen at 
an affordable and accessible way. 

CM Celebration took place 
throughout the week of September 
24th, where our CM doors were 
decorated with Falcon Pride. Club 
Day also took place on September 
26th and 27th. The hallways were 
bustling with activity and engage-

ment in a variety of 
tion in school, With a busy start to the year, our Student different clubs. 
and student rep- A HalloweenGovernment has showed enthusiasm and commitmentresentatives want dance, sponsored 
to ensure that all to making the CRLS community stronger. by the Senior Class, 
voices and per-
spectives are being advocated for. 

Student Government mem-
bers met with Principal Smith to 
understand all factors concerning 
the new installation of technology. 

surveys and conversations. 
Aside from the work on these 

policies, we have also planned sev-
eral events for the year, and put our 
best effort into fundraising in order 

will also take place 
as an in-school dance. The Winter 
Ball is still being planned. 

Fall elections for School Com-
mittee and Sophomore and Junior 
Representatives will take place 

We are increasing the 
ways we define journalism, 
past words and print, into 
multimedia, graphic design, 
and video production. 

By increasing our edi-
torial staff this year, we’re 
hoping to increase the ac-
cessibility of the paper, so 
it’s not a requirement to 
come only after school. 

This is our introduc-
tion to this new year of the 
Register Forum not because 
we want to fill some quota 
or feel relieved of our guilt. 

When the makeup of 
our staff is disproportion-
ate to that of the student 
body, our paper is blatantly 
inaccurate. We don’t cover 
things that need to be cov-
ered, we don’t interview 
people we could have in-
terviewed, and we do not 
represent the school as it 
should be represented. 

A n y  

from September 26th to the 28th. 
Voting surveys will be sent out 
through school emails. 

With a busy start to the year, 
our Student Government has 
showed enthusiasm and commit-
ment to making the CRLS commu-
nity stronger. We are genuinely ex-
cited when we receive suggestions 
or requests to work on a new policy 
or event, so continue communicat-
ing with us! If you are interested 
in joining Student Government or 
want to share an idea, come to room 
1606 (Ms. Cesario’s room) at 7:15 
every Monday, and we will listen to 
you! 

Best, 
Grace Austin, ’19 

Student Body President 

mailto:19syum@cpsd.us
mailto:19cbarron@cpsd.us
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ush these in. Welcome Back to the 

RF Cooking Section 
This past May’s edition of the Register Fo-

rum included a cooking page, and I am happy 
to share that the cooking section will continue 
throughout this year. 

These past two editions have only included 
my own content, and I recognize that my per-
sonal tastes are only a fraction of those present 
in our school community. I look forward to a 
space in the RF both online and in print to in-
clude the recipes and food reviews of the CRLS 
community. 

If you would like to submit a recipe or any 
other food-related content, please get in touch! 
You can email me directly at 19miriamalvarez-
rosenbloom@cpsd.us or stop by an RF News-
Storm in Room 3401 to share your ideas. 

Peach Custard Cake 

Photo Credit: Vivek Bald 

This is a recipe adapted from Bon Appetit Maga-
zine, and in the past months, it has become one 
of my favorite things to eat and make. It is the 
perfect texture—rich and custardy yet not too 
heavy—and just sweet enough. Do not use an 
electric mixer, and make sure to really mix the 
eggs and sugar for a minute, or else the fruit will 
sink into the batter. If you don’t have a spring-
form pan, any cake or loaf pan will work. 

Serves 8 

1 cup all-purpose flour 
¾ tsp baking powder 
½ tsp kosher salt 
2 eggs plus 1 extra yolk 
1-1 ¼ cups sugar 
¼ cup greek yogurt or sour cream 
4 tbsp unsalted butter, melted and cooled 
2 tsp vanilla extract 
2 tsp lemon zest 
4-5 ripe peaches, or approximately 5 other whole 
fruits 
Optional: coarse sugar (like Sugar in the Raw) 
Preheat oven to 350º F. Butter and flour 9-inch 
springform pan. 

In a medium bowl, whisk together flour, bak-
ing powder, and salt. In another medium bowl, 
whisk eggs, yolks, and sugar by hand for 1 min-
ute, until mixture is light and thick. 

In a small bowl, mix yogurt or sour cream, but-
ter, vanilla, and lemon zest. It may look chunky 
if the yogurt is very cold—this is OK. Whisk 
mixture into egg mixture, then add dry ingredi-
ents, and fold until smooth. Use a rubber spatula 
to pour and smooth into pan, and refrigerate for 
10 minutes. 

Slice peaches and lay out on a kitchen towel to 
dry slightly. Set aside around twenty of the nicest 
slices and scatter the rest over the batter, using a 
spoon to push them under the batter’s surface. 
Then, arrange the reserved pieces on top. Do not 

p
Sprinkle liberally with coarse or granulated sug-
ar, making sure to cover the cake’s edges for a 
crunchy, sweet crust. 

Bake until cake is golden brown, approximately 
45 to 55 minutes. Let cool for 10 minutes, then 
use a knife to loosen sides, lift out cake, and let 
cool on a wire rack. 

Cake keeps for a day or two tightly wrapped at 
room temperature. 

Roasted Mini 
Pumpkins 

Yes, you can eat these, and they are delicious. 
Recipe can be easily scaled up or down, and 
when in doubt, just throw all these ingredients 
straight into the pumpkin, mix, and bake. 

Serves 4 

4 baby pumpkins 
2 tbsp lime juice 
2 tsp lime zest 
2 tbsp honey 
4 tbsp olive oil 
2 tsp harissa 
8 springs thyme 
Salt, to taste 

Preheat oven to 350º F. Cut tops off of pumpkins 
and scoop out seeds. In a small bowl, combine 
lime juice, zest, honey, olive oil, harissa, and 
salt. Divide mixture evenly among pumpkins, 
then place a few bent thyme springs into the 
cavity. Use a spoon or your fingers to coat the 
top cut part of the pumpkin with the oil mixture. 
Roast for 1 hour, or until flesh is soft and lightly 
browned. 

Slow-Roasted 
Delicata Squash 

A longer roast at a lower temperature yields 
smooth, melt-in-your-mouth, rather than mealy, 
squash. And, as a bonus, the roasted garlic be-
comes caramelized and spreadable and is great 
on bread. 

Fall Produce Guide 
I am always reluctant to like fall and the even-
tual winter it promises. But for food, the month 
of September brings together everything good 
there is to eat. It can still be warm enough to 
eat watermelon outside, but the next day I can 
be slow-roasting squash. The abundance of the 
harvest season could never be condensed into 
a single page, let alone a gray box, so here are 
just a few of my favorite things in season. 

Peaches: I prefer to buy peaches firm and let 
them ripen for a few days to avoid bruising. 
Nonetheless, I often find myself at the farmers 
market in need of the most perfect, ripe peach 
in that very instant. If you are searching for a 
good peach, find one that smells very peachy. 
It seems obvious, but it works. Though peaches 
have been around all summer long, now that it 
is cold enough to boil large pots on the stove 
for any amount of time, I will be making jam to 
save through the winter. 

Winter squash: I am happy once the word 
“squash” doesn’t mean mushy, watery sum-
mer varieties and begins to define the delicate 
richness found in the fall. As soon as the sea-
son begins, I rush to get Acorn and Delicata 
squash, which are delicious roasted with lem-
on, maple syrup, and butter, or with thyme and 
chili flakes, as shown here. 

Sweet potatoes: I will eat sweet potatoes 
cooked in almost any way, but cold weather 
means that I can roast them for several hours 
at a low temperature and be rewarded with the 
caramelized, creamy result. Or, when I’m not 
in the mood for that, I cube them and roast at 
400º F until lightly charred and soft inside. 

Brussels sprouts: To those who cannot under-
stand the true beauty and value of the brussels 
sprout, please broil, grill, roast, saute, or cook 
in any way that will give them the browned, 
crisp edges they deserve. If you have lemon 
juice or vinegar, the right amount of salt, and a 
flavorful cooking fat, you can’t go wrong. 

Serves 8 

2 delicata squashes 
1 head garlic 
¾ cup olive oil, or enough to generously cover 
bottom of pan 
Large pinch of salt, to taste 
½-1 tsp red chili flakes 
~10 sprigs thyme 
¼ cup white wine vinegar 

Preheat oven to 350º F. 

Rinse and dry squash. Halve, scoop out seeds, 
and cut into ½ inch thick slices. 

Cut off top of garlic, but keep head together. If 
the outside is dirty, peel off outermost layer of 
paper (head may not stay together as well) or 
rinse and dry well. 

Toss squash and garlic in olive oil, salt, chili, and 
whole sprigs of thyme in casserole dish or other 
pan, as long as the squash is close together and 
swimming in oil any size is fine. Roast, tossing 
occasionally, for 90 minutes, or until soft and 
creamy. 

Drizzle on vinegar before serving. 

Recipes & Photos by Miriam Alvarez-Rosenbloom 

mailto:rosenbloom@cpsd.us
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September Word Search 

Word Bank 
Falcons Primaries 
Rhodes Scooters 

Chromebook Astroworld 
Homeroom Blackout 

Alumni Kaepernick 

Word Search by Cecilia Barron, William Reed 

OUTFITS OF THE MONTH 

BEN SURRETTE ’19 

ALYSSA FILERMAN ’19 

Bringing you the hottest looks
of the halls, all year long! 

Have an outfit you want 
to submit? Send a photo 

to registerforum@cpsd.us 
to appear in next month’s 

issue! 

CRLS RESPONDS: 
What did you do this 

summer? 

Ross McNeil 
Class of 2020 

“I went to Maine 
a couple times and 
went on a climbing 

trip.” 

Ella Henry 
Class of 2021 

“I worked at 
Oleana during the 
early mornings. I 

also hung out with a 
lot of friends.” 

Gelle Suleyman 
Class of 2021 

“I played basket-
ball and had a good 
time watching the 

World Cup.” 

By Cecilia Barron, Graham Quigley 

Cardinal Robinson 
Class of 2019 

“I did an internship 
at the Foresight Insti-
tute, which is microbi-

ology research.”

Chris Velez 
Class of 2022 
“Over the summer, I 
traveled to New York 

to visit family and 
played soccer.” 

Sydney Down 
Class of 2020 

“I worked for a 
non-profit promoting 

biodiversity in 
[Boston].” 

Isabel Stern 
Class of 2020 

“I went on a day-
long road trip across 

California.” 
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ITORIAL SATIRE and do not rEditorial Note: The following are works of ED epresent the views of the Register Forum 

Four to Five Falcons 
By 

Cecilia Barron 
Editor-in-Chief 

This past year, great questions 
have entered the national dialogue 
that challenge this nation: Who is 
an American? What is America? 
How is this nation changing? Why 
is the rating system in the Register 
Forum reviews out of four Falcons 
rather than five? Is America a true 
democracy? 

I chose to spend my summer 
mulling over one of these ques-
tions, as it seemed most important 
and prescient to our school commu-
nity—and, more broadly, American 
society. For years—at least dating 
back to the late aughts—the Regis-
ter Forum has rated books, movies, 
TV shows, albums, and whatever 
else there is to rate on a scale of 
one to four. While I like to believe 
this was a carefully planned, math-
ematically significant decision, it 
was most likely a matter of spac-
ing. We can rarely fit an extra ten 

words onto a full page, so fitting 
another decapitated falcon head 
would have been nearly impossible. 
But, if there’s anything you should 
know about this year’s Register Fo-
rum staff, we never say the word 
“impossible.” (We usually use “un-
likely” for factual reasons.) 

During the 2017-2018 year, 
Register Forum editors yielded 
complaints from Rindge students 
and Cantabrigians across neigh-
borhoods and party lines. We held 
countless town halls and spent long, 
agonizing, emotional nights poring 
over the impassioned letters of our 
readers. As a newspaper, we want 
to give the people what they need, 
like Outfits of the Week and an ex-
cessive use of em dashes. So—read-
ers—you are getting five Falcons. 

This change will rock the pa-
per unlike our transition to multi-
media or the restructuring of our 
entire staff. It may take days, weeks, 
or even months to complete. But, 
rest assured, it will be completed— 
if not for our graduation, then our 
children’s. 

Cartoon by: Lara Garay 

Cartoon by: Teymura Landsverk 

Cartoon by: Lara Garay 
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The Register Forum 

Fall Sports Preview 
By Charlie Bonney, Max Davis, Rory Millar, and Graham Quigley 

Boys Soccer 
The boys soccer team is gearing up for a strong season in the 
competitive Dual County League. Led by a strong senior class, 
the team hopes to improve on last season, where they just missed 
out on the playoffs. Senior captain Abdoullah Niasse says, “We 
want to make the playoffs and hopefully make a deep run.” The 
team has gotten off to a good start, beating a strong Newton South 
team away from home and coming back to tie with Weston. Ni-
asse adds, “We believe we have a lot of talent and we want to beat 

teams with class.” 

Boys Cross Country 
Boys cross country hopes to channel the energy that they had last 
season as they head into the fall. Three of their top five runners 
graduated in 2018; they hope new and returning faces will step 
up. The team is well rounded and hopes to finish on the podium 
for all of their meets this year. Junior Vincent Chen says, “I have 
high hopes for our team and believe that we are a state caliber 
team.” They are excited to see if their confidence and preparation 

pays off with a trip to the state championships. 

Girls Cross Country 

The girls cross country team is looking to show off their talent to 
the league this year. Despite having a younger group of people, they 
know they have all the pieces to be successful in this upcoming 
season. Senior Caroline Williams says, “I feel like a lot of the new 
people have a lot of potential to be great.” The team has only had 
one meet so far because their first meet against Concord Carlisle 

was cancelled due to the weather.  

Girls Volleyball 
The girls volleyball team is coming off a great season, one which 
involved going the furthest a girls team has gone under head 
coach Kelley Leary. After last year’s successful campaign, the 
team graduated four “seniors who had a very big impact on the 
team,” according to Lily Taylor ’19, one of the team’s captains. 
Taylor continued on to say that the team will “have a lot of young 
players who are stepping up to make the same impact last years’ 

seniors did.” 

Orienteering 
Orienteering is coming off a highly successful season in which 
they had eight of their eleven runners place nationally. The varsity 
team also walked away with the 2018 Junior National Champion-
ships trophy. According to junior Anaka Landrigan, “One of the 
team’s main goals is making orienteering a more well know and 
participated in sport.” She continued, saying, “It’s really under-
rated! If you like to run, solve mental challenges, be in nature, or 
participate in a fantastic international community, it is a perfect 

sport for you.” 

Fencing 
Fencing has seen an enormous increase in popularity at CRLS 
in the last several years. When the fencing team was first cre-
ated, it had only five players. Now, only five years later, the Learn 
to Fence program has over fifty students participating. Since the 
team’s creation, fencing has also become more popular both state 
and nationwide. Coach Angelica Brisk also says that this year’s 
group of seniors include “last year’s boys épée [type of fencing 
sword] squad medalists, squad captain Sakib Asraf ’19, Mario 
Mwroka ’21, and last year’s individual state champion, Jonas 

Golf 

Cheerleading 

This year the cheerleading team, under the coaching of Jazzy-
myne Jacobs, will participate in two competitions: one toward the 
end of the football season in November and one in May. Sopho-
more Julia Reyes says that this year the team will be made up of 
“half seniors and half freshman,” which creates a very strong and 
mature team set up for success. The cheerleading squad can also 

be seen at all CRLS football games throughout the fall. 

Girls Soccer 
The girls soccer team is looking to the future after eleven seniors 
on the team graduated last year. In 2017, they posted a strong .500 
record and made the tournament for the Dual County League. Se-
nior captain Isa Andrade says, “Our goals this season [are] to win 
as many games as possible and try to make it to tournament like 
the last two years.” Senior Maya Thompson adds, “I think we all 
want to improve as individual players and try to improve the team 

dynamic and try to have a good season overall.” 

Football 
The boys football team is gearing up for another season in Massa-
chusetts Division II North. Most of the offense graduated last year, 
leaving sophomore Ashur Carraha as the starting quarterback. The 
team has a completely new mindset this year and they hope that 
this will help them win some games and gain more confidence. 
Senior running back Andre Colas says, “We are what we do re-
peatedly, excellence is not an act but a habit.” The team hopes that 
this is the year they can create a tradition of victory for the CRLS 

football program. 

The golf team is ready for a new and challenging season this fall. 
The team plays at Fresh Pond Golf Course and encompases var-
sity and junior varsity levels. Senior Alex Sadock says, “We are 
in a strong league, which has made our first few weeks rough.” 
The Dual County League is very competitive in golf, but Sadock 
is hopeful: “Hopefully the boys will pull it together and win big 

next week.” 
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CRLS Soccer Season Begins
Coach Meg Is Named New JV Boys Soccer Coach 

By 
Peter Fulweiler 

Contributing Writer 

It’s fall, so you know what that means: 
CRLS boys soccer has started up again and is 
in full swing. All three teams—freshman, junior 
varsity, and varsity—are looking strong. Varsity 
is aiming to win the Dual County League and go 
for a state tournament run. The JV and freshman 
teams cannot compete in the state tournament. 
However, they are both hoping to end up with 
a winning record. In addition, the two teams are 
developing players so they will enter varsity as 
well-rounded, skilled 
teammates. 

The coaching staff 
for varsity has remained 
the same for the past few 
years, with Phil Fousek 
as head coach and Josh Bartholomew, Peter 
Barkett, and Todd Jensen as assistant coaches. 
The freshman team, however, has a new coach: 
Nico Emack. Coach Emack has never coached 
before, but he is an experienced soccer player 
who knows the game well. JV also has a new 
coach: Meg Willete. She is the first female coach 
in CRLS history to coach boys. 

Coach Meg has had some experience coach-
ing girls soccer, but this is her first time formally 
coaching a boys soccer team. However, Coach 
Meg has lots of experience playing soccer. She 
attended Lee University, where she played left 

“Actually, it wasn’t much of 
a decision. I heard there was a 

spot open, so I took it.” 

wing for all four years. In fact, in her senior year, 
Coach Meg helped carry Lee University to a 
NAIA national championship, which they won. 
In addition to playing on the soccer team, Coach 
Meg spent two years playing on the varsity bas-
ketball team. 

Basketball is actually what got Coach Meg 
involved with CRLS athletics. She has been a 
coach of the girls varsity basketball team for the 
past four years. When asked about her decision 
to coach the boys team over the girls team, she 
responded, “Actually, it wasn’t much of a deci-
sion. I heard there was a spot open, so I took it.” 

So far, the boys JV team is off to a great 
start—they have two 
wins and two ties. The 
boys have confidence 
in their coach and are 
hopeful for the upcom-
ing season. 

Andrew Millar, a freshman on the JV team, 
said “[Coach Meg] is cool. She knows soccer re-
ally well.” Looks like the JV team is ready for a 
great season! 

Sunil Zondervan, a sophomore on the team, 
agreed with Millar when it came to Coach Meg’s 
coolness. As for the historic nature of her coach-
ing position? “She’s just a coach, if you know 
what I mean.” Zondervan continued, saying, “I 
don’t really know what the difference is.” 

Charlie Bonney and Cecilia Barron also con-
tributed to this report. 

Coach Meg is the first female coach in CRLS history to 
coach boys. 

Photo Credit: Leo Barron 

Rindge Students React to the Kaepernick-Nike Ad 
By 

Leo Barron 
Contributing Writer 

Two years ago, on the first day 
of the NFL preseason, San Fran-
cisco 49ers quarterback Colin Kae-
pernick kneeled for the national an-
them. When asked why he kneeled, 
Colin responded, “I am not going to 
stand up to show pride in a flag for a 
country that oppresses black people 
and people of color.” Instantly, Kae-
pernick became the most polarizing 
figure in sports due to his protests. 
During the regular season, Kae-
pernick continued to kneel. Then, 
in 2017, when his contract ended, 
Kaepernick was unable to find a job 
on any NFL team, despite being an 
accomplished quarterback. 

Recently, the controversy 
around Kaepernick has taken a new 
turn which has stirred up discus-
sion around the school and around 
the country. Nike, the leading ath-
letic wear company in the world 
with a logo that is almost impos-
sible to miss at the school, made 
Kaepernick the focus of their new-
est ad campaign. The motto of the 
campaign is “Believe in something, 
even if it means sacrificing every-
thing”, which has provoked reac-
tion from those at CRLS. 

Nick OC ’21, a starting foot-
ball player on the CRLS varsity 
team, supports Kaepernick’s pro-
tests. “[Kaepernick] has used his 

platform, and helped represent 
many other Americans that don’t 
have the platform to make their 
opinions heard,” he says. OC also 
brought up how the conversation 
around the flag and who it repre-
sents has always been what Kaepe-
rnick wanted, and his protests have 
helped to push those conversations 
forward. 

Beseleel Bayessa ’21 thinks 
that Kaepernick is the perfect per-
son to represent Nike. “Kaepernick 
is a good example of someone who 
fought hard for what he believed 
in, and did not change his beliefs 
even with backlash. I mean, who 
else would Nike pick? Kaepernick 
is the perfect guy to lead this ad 
campaign.” For Bayessa and many 
others, the Nike ad brings a new life 
to Kaepernick’s protests. Kaeper-
nick has been out of the league for 
two years, and talk of his protests 
had started to slowly wither. But 
after the Nike ad came out, things 
exploded, and supporters as well 
as dissenters of the protest began 
speaking out about not only the an-
them protests, but also police bru-
tality in America in general. 

Others at the school who are 
familiar with the controversy think 
that those who are boycotting and 
burning Nike apparel across the 
country are in the wrong. “I think it 
was disgraceful that people decid-
ed to burn their Nike clothing and 
shoes,” says Charlie Reed ’20. He 

Kaepernick first kneeled two years ago while he was on the San Fransisco 49ers. 
Illustration Credit: Lara Garay 

continued, noting, “They support-
ed Serena Williams after the U.S. 
Open, and even if people disagree 
with Kaepernick, it doesn’t make it 
right to burn Nike apparel just be-
cause you have different views than 
another company.” Reed added that 
Nike should be given more credit 
for standing up for Kaepernick, es-
pecially considering the backlash 
the company could face. 

“Kaepernick used his platform 
to express his grievances with the 
state of our country, and as much as 
people would like to deny [them], 
the grievances are more real today 
than ever,” says, Marly Ciccolo, 
a senior on the girls varsity soc-
cer team. The team has followed 
Kaepernick’s protests by kneeling 

during the national anthem at their 
games. She continued, “Those who 
have participated in the anthem pro-
tests have upset many, but have also 
conveyed a strong message that 
things are extremely far from being 
equal, fair, and just.” 

Around the world, Kaeper-
nick’s protests have been shamed, 
battered, and dismissed as disre-
spectful, but at CRLS, many stu-
dents have a different perspective 
on Kaepernick’s protests. They see 
it as a chance to bring police bru-
tality to the forefront of American 
politics, and to show people across 
America that racism and police bru-
tality are two of the biggest issues 
in this country, and should be treat-
ed as such. 
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Blackout is Back: Students Rally in Support
CRLS Falcons Play Watertown Raiders in First Home Game of the Season 

By 
Max Davis 

Sports Editor 

The CRLS Falcons 
football season opened at 
home on the newly reno-
vated turf surface at Russell 
Field on Friday September 
7th. 

The team was watched 
by many eager CRLS stu-
dents who were ready to 
show their school spirit. 
The energy was high from 
the beginning with the play-
ers eager to show their tal-
ents against the Arlington 
Spy Ponders. 

The Falcons couldn’t 
get anything started in the 
first half and went into the 
locker room down 30-0. 
The team had experienced 
a couple of close calls in 
the red zone but had yet to 
score. 

Still, the Cambridge 
students had not lost hope. 
The sea of black and silver 
cheered on their team until 
the very end. 

The team came out re-
focused after some crucial 
halftime adjustments. The 

defense got beat but then 
made a few great stands. 
However, the offense strug-
gled to move the ball in the 
second half and the Falcons 
fell 37-0. 

Senior Tariq Lucona 
said, “the game was quite 
an upset, it definitely wasn’t 
what we were expecting.” 
Lucona, a team captain and 
a star receiver, says that it’s 
on the offense to pick up the 
pace and get the team on 
track to win. 

While the night wasn’t 
the outcome the football 
team had wanted, it was 
clear that Blackout was 
great for the fans who to 
showed up to support. Ju-
nior Owen Fowler said, “it 
was a sick atmosphere. The 
game helped rally a lot of 
people from the school.” 

Sophomore Nyzharee 
Winbush echoed that sen-
timent, “even though the 
team lost, the school was 
united and we were cheerful 
for our school.” 

The Falcon pride was 
obviously evident in the 
metal bleachers for the 
football season’s first home 
game. 

Photos by Sakib Asraf 

Varsity Football Schedule 
Friday, September 28th: 
Cambridge @ Waltham 

Friday, October 19th:
 Cambridge @ Acton-Boxborough 

Friday, October 12th: 
East Bridgewater @ Cambrige 

Friday, October 5th: 
Westford @ Cambridge 

Wednesday, November 21st: 
Cambridge @ Somerville 




